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 As chairman of the Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA), I am honored to 
deliver a message to all our readers, especially those at construction-related firms and 
institutions. I have been very heartened to witness the dynamic growth of Cambodia’s 
construction sector, evidenced by the construction of satellite cities, modern skyscrap-
ers, residential blocks, condos, commercial buildings, modern shopping centers, office 
buildings, and international standard hotels. This has happened in large part due to the 
confidence both local and international investors have in the political and economic 
stability in the Kingdom under the wise leadership of Samdach Akka Moha Sena Padei 
Techo Hun Sen, the country’s prime minister. The government considers the construction 
sector to be one of the nation’s economic pillars, and has allowed CCA to aid in the sec-
tor’s development to bring it in line with its development goals and to boost construc-
tion standards, especially in the lead-up to ASEAN economic integration in 2015. These 
efforts will help Cambodia conform with ASEAN’s overarching goal of “One Community, 
One Destiny.” 

 CCA is a non-profit association in full compliance with the laws of the Kingdom 
of Cambodia. In order to carry out government policy and cement the private sector’s 
role as the nation’s economic driver, the association will do all it can to help transform 
the construction industry into one of reliability, productivity, accountability and healthy 
competition both in local and international markets. Moreover, CCA will seek ways to 
offer benefits to its members and help bring each up to international standards of qual-
ity and classification. 

 Lastly, on behalf of all members of the Cambodia Constructors Association, I hope 
and believe that construction-related companies operating in Cambodia will register for 
CCA membership to join our ongoing drive to develop the country, implement policies 
laid out by the Royal Government and those put in place those recommended by ASEAN 
to help us secure a bright, prosperous future. 
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Thank you.
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 The construction and property sectors play crucial roles in Cambodia’s ongoing 
socioeconomic development, especially as the sectors continue to recover from the 
depths reached during 2009’s global economic crisis. 

 Over these last few years, the construction and property industries have been 
ever more active in Cambodia’s cities as well as in the country’s industrial suburbs 
and provinces, mainly with residential projects, high-rises and new urban town proj-
ects going up to meet a growing demand.

 The two sectors’ healthy growth can be traced to the Kingdom’s sound economy 
and political stability, growing market confidence and more incoming foreign invest-
ment, not only in the property sector, but also in other fields especially as Japanese 
investors become more active.

 Responding to these opportunities, I am extremely delighted to publish 
“Construction & Property Magazine” with strong support from the Cambodia 
Constructors Association (CCA). Our goal is to present the Kingdom’s construction 
and property sectors to the world.

 The magazine features four main sections consisting of interesting topics, 
empowering messages, and useful information and data related to the two sectors. 
The first section looks at overall developments in construction, such as new and 
on-going projects, and their impacts on the nation’s economic growth. The second 
section highlights general information and activities related to CCA, whose goal is to 
promote the construction industry. The third part looks at trends in the construction 
and real estate sectors and predicts where both are headed. Lastly, the magazine 
offers a directory of various construction and property firms where readers can find 
service providers or even future business partners. 

 All in all, I strongly believe that “Construction and Property Magazine” will serve 
to help Cambodia’s construction and property sectors flourish. Our information and 
insights will attract foreign investors and businesspeople as well as helping those 
already here remain well informed about the latest developments in this fast-grow-
ing, ever-changing, and exciting field. 

Sincerely yours,

MEAS Proeksa

From the
PUBLISHER

THE MAGAZINE THAT LINKS YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS
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CHINESE DEVELOPER BUILDS WORLD’S TALLEST 
PRE-FAB SKYSCRAPER IN 19 DAYS

A developer in the Chi-
nese province of Hunan 
has built a skyscraper 

in just 19 days using a prefab-
rication technique designed 
to save energy and reduce 
pollution.

 The 57 storey, 2 million 
square foot tower built by 
Broad Group contains 800 
apartments and has enough 
office space for 4,000 work-
ers. The building was erected 

at a rate of 3 floors per day.

 The prefabrication tech-
nique avoided 15,000 truck 
deliveries, eliminated dust, 
decreased the use of raw 
materials, and saved time and 
money. 

 The tower uses quadru-
ple-thick glass and 99.9% 
sealed construction, which 
will help save energy and 
reduce carbon emissions, the 
company said 

Alstom, with Japanese 
trading company 
Marubeni Corpora-

tion, have signed an agree-
ment with the Electricity 
Generating Authority of 
Thailand (EGAT) to build 
the new unit at Mae Moh 
power plant. Alstom has 
a uS$560m share of the 
uS$1bn EPC contract. 

 This new unit will 
replace existing four older 
units. upon completion 

in 2018, it will produce 
600MW of electricity. 

 Alstom said the new 
unit will be just under 20% 
more efficient in producing 
heat than the current units, 
and will cut CO2 emissions 
per unit of fuel down by 
20% on current emissions.   

 Mae Moh in northern 
Thailand currently gener-
ates 2,400MW of coal-fired 
power annually 

ALSTOM TO BUILD $US1BN 
PLANT IN THAILAND 

At least 14 construc-
tion workers were 
killed and 28 others 

injured when scaffolding 
collapsed at a construction 
site in central Vietnam on 
25 March.

 At least 40 workers 
were on the 20-meter high 
scaffold in Ha Tinh prov-
ince when it suddenly dis-
integrated. All the victims 
were Vietnamese subcon-
tractors hired to work on a 
seaport breakwater project. 

 The incident took place 
at the Son Duong sea-
port which is part of the 
Vung Ang economic zone 
where Taiwan’s Formosa 
Plastics Corp. is building 
a multi-billion dollar steel 
complex.

 One of the survivors 
told the AP that the work-
ers were cleaning a frame 
for a giant concrete block 
for the breakwater when 
the scaffolding collapsed 

SCAFFOLD COLLAPSE IN 
VIETNAM KILLS 14
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uK-based construction 
company Mace has 
been appointed as 

project manager, construc-
tion manager, and cost con-
sultant for Phase 3 of the 
campus development for the 
united Nations Internation-
al School (uNIS) in Hanoi, 
Vietnam.

 uNIS Hanoi was the 
first international school 
established in Vietnam, one 
of only two united Nations 
Schools in the world.  
 The works will add 

shared spaces to each of the 
schools, providing more cur-
ricular space for each level 
and providing a centralized 
location for language pro-
grams. 

 Senior Project Manager 
Chris Stainton commented: 
“Mace’s Vietnam team are 
delighted to have won this 
prestigious project in Hanoi 
and look forward to deliver-
ing a world class education-
al facility for the school and 
local community.” 

MACE WINS UNIS 
VIETNAM CONTRACT 

Sumitomo Corp. 
announced at the start 
of March that it had 

won a contract to construct 
a thermal power plant in 
Myanmar.

The order from Myanmar 
Electric Power Enterprise, 
an affiliate of the Ministry 
of Electric Power, is worth 
about uS$40 million. 

 The plant will have two 
25,000-kilowatt gas tur-
bines. The first unit is set to 

launch operations in March 
2016 and the second unit in 
July 2016.

 The plant will supply 
electricity to the Thilawa 
economic zone and yangon, 
and is funded by soft loans 
from the Japanese govern-
ment. The turbines and 
generators will be supplied 
by Mitsubishi Hitachi Power 
Systems Ltd. Taihei Dengyo 
Kaisha Ltd. will be in charge 
of other necessary equip-
ment 

SUMITOMO TO BUILD USD40 
MILLION THERMAL POWER 

PLANT IN MYANMAR

WORLD'S LARGEST ALL-TERRAIN 
CRANE WORKS AT 3,000M

XCMG XCA5000 is the 
world’s largest all-ter-
rain crane in terms of 

tonnage. Recently, it succeed-
ed in hoisting a 2MW wind 
turbine in yunnan province, 
China.   

 The XCA5000 is the first 
2,000-ton all-terrain crane 
applied in construction 
around the world. 

 The hoisting site was on 
the top of a mountain over 

3,000m above sea level and 
covering an area of only 
600m2. 

 The crane was driven 
for five days across seven 
provinces to arrive at the 
worksite. Despite strong 
winds, the XCA5000 success-
fully fitted the 22m-high and 
68-ton tower bottom on its 
base, and precisely hoisted 
the 2nd and 3rd sections 

No. 168KA. Street 598, Sangkat Toul Sangke,
Khan Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Tel: (+855) 23 990 317 | Fax: (+855) 23 990 318
Email: sales@ncs-cambodia.com
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The Phnom Penh 2020 
master plan, which 
maps the future devel-

opment of the capital, has 
been extended for another 15 
years.

 Speaking to the Phnom 
Penh Post, Long Dimanche, 
spokesman for the Phnom 
Penh municipality, said the 
draft master plan had been 
prepared from 2005 to 2020, 
but a group of expert offi-
cials has indicated that the 

plan will now be extended 
until 2035. The master plan is 
expected to go to the Ministry 
of Land Management, urban 
Planning and Construction 
this year for approval. 

 “The master plan is not 
only about the city’s expan-
sion, it is also about popula-
tion and economic growth in 
order to prepare, manage and 
improve the city in the future,” 
he told the Post 

CITY HALL TO DEPLOY TRAFFIC 
CONTROL SYSTEM IN 2016

Phnom Penh Municipality 
has announced a plan 
to deploy a state of the 

art traffic control system in 
2016, with assistance from 
the Japan International Coop-
eration Agency (JICA), to ease 
the capital’s growing traffic 
congestion. This comes despite 
a public bus service recently 
being introduced. 

 Phnom Penh Governor HE 
Pa Socheatavong requested 
JICA to study and assist with 
the providing this city traffic 

control system. 

 According to discussions 
between the Municipality 
and JICA in April, the system 
will include CCTV cameras 
installed on over 100 currently 
existing traffic lights in Phnom 
Penh to be monitored by a 
traffic control room where 
experts will observe the city’s 
traffic flow via the CCTV cam-
eras on a 24-hour basis and be 
able to change the lights when 
required 

OCIC BUILDS 6KM ROAD PARALLEL TO NATIONAL RD. 6

After completing pumping sand onto 
its 380-hectare Chroy Changvar 
Satellite City, OCIC broke ground in 

mid-March for a 6km concrete road run-
ning parallel to National Road No.6.

 

Built to reduce traffic, the road will con-
nect the northern side of Chroy Changvar 
Bridge to Samdach Chea Sim Road via 
Chroy Changvar, Phrek Leap, and Prek 
Tasek Communes.

 The road will be able to handle up to 
30 ton trucks for an estimated 20 years 
and have a 1.5m diameter drainage sys-
tem and lighting.

 In partnership with City Hall, OCIC 
will transform Chroy Changvar peninsular 
into one of Phnom Penh’s leading metro-
politan areas with modern infrastructure 
and properties. 

 Speaking at the ground breaking, 
Phnom Penh Governor Pa Socheatvong 
and Neak Oknha Pung Kheav Se, OCIC 
Chairman said that the area will be one of 
Phnom Penh’s future metropolitan zones 
and home to an express train system. 

 The governor assured a minimum 
reservation of 50% of the city’s landmass 
for public landscaping, while Neak Oknha 
Pung Kheav Se reported OCIC has spent 
almost $100 million to date on basic 
infrastructures 

CAPITAL PLAN EXTENDED TO 2035
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The Neak Loeung Bridge, or Tsuba-
sa Bridge, was official inaugurat-
ed in a ceremony on 6 April, 2015 

presided over by Prime Minister Hun 
Sen and H.E. Akihiro Nishimura, Vice 
Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Trans-
port and Tourism of Japan.

 H.E. Tram Iv Tek, Cambodia’s Minis-
ter of Public Works and Transportation 
stated at the inauguration that the 
impressive Tsubasa Bridge which spans 
the lower Mekong River is 2,215 meters 
long and 13.5 meters wide with 3,185 
meters of approach road - 840 meters 
at western side and 2,345 meters at 
eastern side. 

 Tsubasa is the nation’s first and the 
region’s largest cable-stayed bridge. 
Construction, which commenced in 
December 2012 and was completed 
on 15 March 2015, required 9 Japanese 
experts, 57 Cambodian engineers, 647 
Cambodian workers, and 25 foreign 
workers. 

 The Japanese Embassy's press 
release described how Tsubasa Bridge 
is expected to significantly contribute 
to promoting economic growth and 
the livelihood development of citizens 
living along the road through internal, 
regional, and global integration. As 
part of ASEAN Highway 1, the road and 
bridge can help create the opportu-
nities to increase revenue from trade, 
tourism, industry, agriculture, health, 
security, and jobs. 

 “Travel time and transportation 
costs will be significantly reduced, 
which provide huge benefits to people 
and business activities not only for 
those living along the road and bridge, 
but also for all Cambodian people and 
ASEAN countries,” he said.

 “In addition, the Japanese govern-
ment has been providing grant aids for 

construction of NR.1 from Phnom Penh 
to Neak Loeung, of which three stages 
are already completed and the remain-
ing Stage 4 (4 kilometers) will start 
construction this April,” it added 

 The Japanese government has also 
commenced a feasibility study for a 
uS$2.2 billion expressway project 
connecting Phnom Penh to Bavet that 
links to Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City. 

 “On behalf of the Government of 
Japan and the Japanese people, I would 
like to extend my heartfelt congratula-
tions on the opening of Tsubasa Bridge, 
which was built with Japanese grant 
assistance,” Japanese Prime Minister, 
Shinzo Abe said in his message state-
ment from Japan.

 The inclusion of the bridge on Cam-
bodia’s new 500Riel note means the 
bridge will remain as a symbol of coop-
eration between the two countries. 

 Prime Minister Hun Sen thanked 
Japan for the continued support to the 
development of Cambodia and stressed 
that no matter which party is in power 
in Japan, the aid to Cambodia continues 
to come.  “Long live Cambodian-Japa-
nese friendship,” he told the crowd of 
over 8,000 gathered for the inaugura-
tion ceremony. 

 The PM also explained the econom-
ic importance of the Tsubasa Bridge as 
part of a long-term plan to build a road 
link between Ho Chi Minh City and 
Bangkok, via Phnom Penh and Poipet 
City.

 Following the formalities, PM Hun 
Sen led the assembled crowd on a 
1-km walk to the bridge head, where 
a ribbon was cut and hundreds of red, 
white and blue balloons were released 
into the air 

TSUBASA: THE REGION's 
LARGEST CABLE-STAYED 
BRIDGE INAUGURATED

On behalf of the Government 
of Japan and the Japanese 
people, I would like to extend 
my heartfelt congratulations on 
the opening of Tsubasa Bridge, 
which was built with Japanese 
grant assistance, -Shinzo Abe, 
Prime Minister of Japan 

Photos supplied by JICA
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លាកនាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រី ហ៊ុ្ត សែ្ត បា្តែម្ពោធ
សពោ្តអ្នកម�ឿង ឬសពោ្តតោសឹបាស(Tsubasa)
បា្តែម្ពោធឲោយមប្រើបបាែ់ជាផ្លូវការមហើយ

មៅថ្ងៃទរី៦សែមមស ឆ្ោំ២០១៥ មបកាមអធិ្រតរី-
ភាពមលាកនាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រី ហ៊្ុត សែ្ត ្តិងឯក-
ឧត្ដម Akihiro Nishimura អ្ុតរដ្ឋមន្ត្រីបកែួង
សដ្តដរីមហដ្ោរចនាែម្ព័្ត្ធដឹកជញ្លូ្ត ្តិងមទែ-
ចរណ៍ប្រមទែជ្រ៉ុ្ត។

 មលាក បរាំ អរីុវតឹក រដ្ឋមន្ត្រីបកែួងសធារណ-
ការ្តិងដឹកជញ្លូ្តបា្ត្្តប្រសែ្៍តមៅឯពិធរី
ែម្ពោធមនាះថាសពោ្តដ៏ប្រណិតឆ្ងកាត់ទម្ត្មម-
គង្គមបកាមម្តះ្្តប្រសវង២ុ,២១៥សម៉បត ្ិតងទទឹង
១៣,៥សម៉បតមហើយប្រសវង្ូរករួមទាំងភ្ាោ្់រផ្លូវ្្ត
៣,១៨៥សម៉បត មដយ៨៤០សម៉បតមៅមបតើយខាង
�ិច្ិតង២៣៤៥សម៉បតមៅមបតើយខាងមកើត។

 តោសឹបាសជាសពោ្តសែោសកា្រធ្ំំរផុតក្ននុងប្រ-
មទែកម្នុជា បតរូវបា្តចា្់រមផ្ដើមសងែង់មៅ
សែធ្នលូ ឆ្ោំ២០១២ ្តិងបា្ត្រញ្ច្់រមៅថ្ងៃទរី១៥ 
សែមរីនា២០១៥ មដយ្្តអ្នកជំនាញជ្រ៉ុ្ត៩
នាក់វិែ្វករកម្នុជា៥៧នាក់ មហើយកម្មករកម្នុជា
៦៤៧នាក់ ្តិងកម្មករ្ររមទែ២៥នាក់។

 មែចក្ដរីប្រកាែពព័ត៌្្តរ្រែ់ស្ោ្តទូតជ្រ៉ុ្ត
បា្តមរៀ្ររា្រ់ថា តោសឹបាស្តឹងរួមចំសណកយ៉ោង 
មបចើ្តដ�់ការម�ើកកម្ែ់កមំណើ្តមែដ្ឋកិច្ច្តិង
ការអភិវឌោឍជរីវភាពរែ់មៅរ្រែ់ប្រជាព�រដ្ឋ
សដ�រែ់មៅរាមដងផ្លូវម្តះ រាមរយៈការមធ្វើ
ែ្ហរណកម្មក្ននុងត្ំរ្ត់ ្តិងសក�មលាក។
ជាសផ្នកមួយថ្តផ្លូវម�ែ១រ្រែ់អាស៊ោ្ត ផ្លូវ្ិតង
សពោ្តម្តះមដើរតួយ៉ោងែំខា្់តក្ននុងការជួយ្រមងកើត
ឱកាែ្រមងកើ្តបបាក់ចំណូ�ពរីការមធ្វើពាណិជ្កម្ម
មទែចរណ៍ ឧែោសាហកម្ម កែិកម្ម ែុែភាព 
ែ្ត្ិែុែ ្តិងការ្រមងកើតការងារ។

 មលាកអគ្គរាជទូតជ្ុ៉រ្តបា្តម�ើកម�ើងថា 
"មព�មវលាមធ្វើដមំណើរ ្តិងការចំណាយម�ើការ
ដឹកជញ្លូ្ត្តឹងបតរូវបា្តកាត់្រ្ត្ថយយ៉ោងមបចើ្ត
សដ�ផ្ដ�់្តូវអត្ថប្រមយជ្ត៍ជាមបចើ្តដ�់ប្រជា-
ជ្ត្តិងែកម្មភាពអាជរីវកម្មមិ្តសម្តែប្្់រសត
អ្នកសដ�រែ់មៅរាមដងផ្លូវ ្តិងសពោ្ត្រ៉ុមណាណោះ
មទ ្រ៉ុស្ត្ក៏ែប្្់រប្រជាជ្តកម្នុជាទំាងអែ់ ្តិង
្រណ្ាោប្រមទែអាស៊ោ្តផងសដរ" ។

 មែចក្ដរីប្រកាែបា្ត្រស្ត្ថមថា "ម�ើែពរីម្តះ
មទៀត រដ្ោភិបា�ជ្រ៉ុ្តបា្តផ្ដ�់ជំ្តួយឥតែំ-
ណងែប្្រ់ការសងែង់ផ្លូវជាតិម�ែ១ ពរី
ភ្នំមពញមៅអ្នកម�ឿងសដ�បា្ត្រញ្ច្រ់្ររីដំណាក់
កា�រួចមៅមហើយ ្តិងដំណាក់កា�ទរី៤សដ�
មៅែ�់ (៤គរី�លូសម៉បត) ្តឹងចា្រ់មផ្ដើមសងែង់
មៅសែមមសម្តះ។

 រដ្ោភិបា�ជ្រ៉ុ្តក៏បា្តចា្រ់មផ្ដើមែិកោសា�ទ្ធ-
ភាពែប្្រ់គមប្ងផ្លូវម�ោបឿ្តម�ឿ្ត្្តទំហំ
ទឹកបបាក់២,២ពា្ត់លា្តដុលា្ោរ សដ�តភា្ោ្រ់ពរី
រាជធា្តរីភ្នំមពញមៅបកងុបាវិត  ្តិងមៅកា្ត់ទរីបកុង
ហូជរីមិញថ្តប្រមទែមវៀតណាម។

 នាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រីជ្រ៉ុ្ត មលាកែុរី្តហោសលូ អាម្រ
បា្តមផញើសរមួយពរីប្រមទែជ្រ៉ុ្តថា "រាងនាម
ឲោយរដ្ោភិបា�ជ្រ៉ុ្ត ្តិងប្រជាជ្តជ្រ៉ុ្ត ែញនុំែូម
ែសម្ដង្តូវការអ្រអរសទរយ៉ោងមសមោះអែ់ពរីចិត្
ចំមពាះការម្រើកឲោយមប្រើបបាែ់សពោ្តតោសឹបាសសដ�
បតរូវបា្តសងែងម់�ើងមដយជំ្តួយឥតែំណង
រ្រែ់ជ្រ៉ុ្ត"។

 ការដក់្រញ្ចលូ�រ្ូរសពោ្តម្តះមៅក្ននុងបកដែ
បបាក់៥០០មរៀ� ្្ត្តព័យថា សពោ្តម្តះ្ឹតង
រកោសាជា្ិតមិត្រូ្រថ្តកិច្ចែហប្រតិ្រត្ិការរវាង
ប្រមទែទាំងពរីរ។

 មលាកនាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រី ហ៊ុ្ត សែ្ត បា្តស្្ង
អំណរគុណដ�់ប្រមទែជ្រ៉ុ្តចំមពាះការគាបំទ
ដ�់ការអភិវឌោឍកម្នុជា ្ិតងបា្តែងកត់ធងៃ្ត់ថា
ម្រើមទាះគណ្រកោសណាកា្់តអំណាចមៅក្ននុងប្រ-
មទែជ្រ៉ុ្ត ក៏ការផ្ដ�់ជ្ំតួយដ�់ប្រមទែកម្នុជា
មៅសត្រ្ត្មធ្វើម�ើងជាដរា្រ។

 មលាកបា្ត្តិយយមៅកា្ត់ប្រជាជ្តអ្នកចូ�
រួមែម្ពោធសពោ្តប្រ្ណជាង៨ពា្ត់នាក់ សដ�
បា្តប្រម�ូផ្ដនុំគ្ាោមៅក្ននុងពិធរីម្រើកែម្ពោធម្តះ
ថា"ជមយមិត្ភាពកម្នុជាជ្រ៉ុ្តដ៏យូរអសង្វង"។

 មលាកនាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រី ក៏បា្តព្តោយ�់ពរីសរ-
ែំខា្ត់មែដ្ឋកិច្ច ថ្តសពោ្តតោសឹបាសថា ជាសផ្នក
មួយថ្តសផ្តការរយៈមព�សវង មដើមោបរីកសងការ
តភា្ោ្់រផ្លូវមួយរវាងទរីបកុងហូជរីមិញ ្តិងបាងកក
រាមរយៈរាជធា្តរីភ្នំមពញ្តិងបកុងមបា៉ោយស្រត៉។

 ្រនា្ោ្់រពរី្រញ្ច្់រពិធរីែម្ពោធ មលាកនាយករដ្ឋ-
មន្ត្រី ហ៊ុ្ត សែ្ត បា្តដឹកនាំម្តុែោសសដ�ប្រម�ូ
ផ្ដនុំប្រសហ�១គរី�លូសម៉បត មដើរមៅកា្់តកោបា�សពោ្ត 
្តិងកាត់សែោស្រូមដើមោបរីជា្តិមិត្រូ្រថ្តការប្រកាែឲោយ
មប្រើបបាែ់ជាផ្លូវការជូ្តដ�់ប្រជាព�រដ្ឋ។

ត្សឹបាហ្សា ៖ ស្ពា នខ្្កាបខែលខែង
ជាងគេក្នុងប្រគេសបតរូែបានសគ ព្ា ធ
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From parking structures to warehouses for 
parking

 More cars means traffic jams, more 
pollution, more noise, more time driv-
ing, and many man-hours lost. A lack of 
parking spaces has become increasingly 
problematic and for many buildings 
without enough parking spaces it is dif-
ficult to provide more due to a lack of 
land and the challenge of rebuilding. 

 For residential areas with insuffi-
cient parking spaces, neighbours fight-
ing for parking spaces can cause social 

problems. For businesses, if customers 
cannot park they will probably go to 
another place causing a loss of valuable 
business.

 As the number of cars increases 
every year, storing them has become an 
increasingly priority. From small storage 
stables and long-term garages to simple 
curb-side parking, the creation of off-
street car parks in large plots, and the 
construction of multi-storey car parks, 
the geography of cities has changed.  

 The future will likely see technol-

ROBOTIC CAR PARKS: THE 
FUTURE SOLUTION TO PARKING 
PROBLEMS? A robotic or automated car 

park is a mechanical-access 
parking structure composed 
of lifts, pallets, and other 
mechanical devices to move 
cars from an access floor to 
an elevated or/and under-
ground parking stall and 
return them to the exit level.

cars are hoisted into an empty space 
untouched by human hands. The driv-
er doesn’t need to enter or remember 
where the car was parked because it 
automatically returns directly to an exit 
bay in just 2-3 minutes.

 Robotic car parks are currently being 
developed mainly in Australia, Japan, 
South Korea, uSA and Europe. Robotic 
parking structures can be adapted to 
already existing buildings or be built as 
an independent edifice either under-
ground or aboveground.

 Architecture for machines and robots? 
 Is a robotic car park real architec-
ture? Or is it just a machine behind 
walls? Traditional car parks are catego-
rised as transport facility architecture so 

it is reasonable to consider robotic park-
ing structures as the same.  

 Nevertheless, there is a contradiction 
with the nature of architecture which 
main purpose is to provide a human hab-
itat. yet indirectly these structures still 
serve humans to store their vehicles. 

 Perhaps this is the future of many 
cities with buildings, vehicles and 
machines that will perfectly accomplish 
the function of serving humans with 
more reliability, automation, comfort and 
efficiency. But with the dehumanisation 
and the decline of direct personal con-
tact, the question remains open 

ogy bring a super-high tech approach 
to intelligent buildings which will use 
denominated robotic or automated car 
parks. The high price and maintenance 
means these super high-tech buildings 
may not work as a suitable substitute 
for a normal car park but in cases where 
land is at a premium or there is simply 
no space for parking in a conventional 
way, a robotic car park could be excep-
tionally useful.

 What is a robotic car park?

 A robotic or automated car park is 
a mechanical-access parking structure 
composed of lifts, pallets, and other 
mechanical devices to move cars from an 
access floor to an elevated or/and under-
ground parking stall and return them to 
the exit level. Systems vary from simple 
devices that can double or triple-stack 
vehicles in a parking space with 22 vehi-
cles in the space of 2 to sophisticated 
lift systems with over 1,000 parking 
spaces stacked on racks.

 A robotic/automated car park is con-
trolled by a programmable electronic 
system with completely computerized 
lift systems that move simultaneously in 
both vertical and horizontal directions 
by lifting and carrying cars on steel 
pallets. Drivers simply pull into a single 
bay on the ground floor, turn off their 
engine, leave the bay, and then their 

By Ruben Castillero-Mortera
rubencastillero@yahoo.co.uk
The author is currently a lecturer at Raffles Inter-
national College (Phnom Penh). He is an expert 
in robotic car parks and urban transport. He has 
worked in several architectural practices and as 
freelancer designing different projects, and as 
well as a lecturer in various countries. He has 
a BA in Architecture by the National University 
of Mexico and a MSc in Advanced Architec-
tural Studies by the University of Strathclyde in 
Glasgow, UK.
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SEMINAR HIGHLIGHTS 
URGENCY OF BUILDING CODE 

BritCham and IBC held a joint sem-
inar on Building and Fire Safety 
Standards with the uK Royal Insti-

tution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) on 
13 March at the Hotel Intercontinental 
which attracted approximately 300 peo-
ple. 

 RICs was commissioned to produce 
a report on the topic with a view to pro-
viding the Cambodian Government with 
assistance in developing building stan-
dards and ensuring better regulation.  

 Will Myles, Regional Managing Direc-
tor Asia Pacific for RICS presented the 
report conducted in 2014 and provided a 
recap of its key findings and recommen-
dations.

 The RICS Report outlines a number of 
key recommendations on what the Cam-
bodian Government can do to improve 
building standards. The recommenda-
tions are very concrete and RICS have 
further provided proposals to assist the 
Government in achieving these goals. 
Some of these are already underway - 
for example, the drafting of a legislative 
framework for the construction sector. 

 “The purpose of building standards 
is to act in the public interest. The 
best way to provide confidence, attract 
investment and ensure public safety is 
to adopt international standards. How-
ever, this cannot be done through one 
institution alone,” explained Myles in his 
address. “When people invest here, they 
use their own standards; they may be 
appropriate, they may not, but no-one is 
checking. An entire risk-based program 
will costs tens of millions of dollars and 
time to achieve so there is a need to pri-
oritise,” he added.

 ultimately however, the key to 
improving Cambodia's building stan-
dards is through active participation and 
engagement of relevant stakeholders, 
both from the private and public sector, 
towards improving the current situation. 
The business community has a critical 
role and a shared responsibility in this 
area. Setting up a Task Force where the 
private sector can dialogue unanimously 
with Government and take action is one 
way of doing this. 

 “The issue is not one of regulation 
per se”, Myles pointed out, “but one of 

behavior change.”

 Mr. Bill Jones, RICS Managing Direc-
tor ASEAN then provided examples of 
case studies where building collapses in 
France and Israel had resulted in investi-
gations which reached across the entire 
public building sector and led to the 
strengthening of the regulatory frame-
work for construction standards. 

 “To achieve the long term evolving 
plans required, there is a need for ‘cham-
pions’ for reform”, said Jones, “a strong 
group within which there are one or two 
very dedicated individuals.”

  Daniel Parkes, General Manager, 
HongKong Land and Chairman of the 
IBC Real Estate Subcommittee who was 
moderating the seminar summed up 
the need for action on the Cambodian 
building code.“There is a sense of urgen-
cy in Cambodia,” he said. “What can be 
done in 6 months, 12 months? What are 
the priorities? It is clear that we have 
to work with existing capabilities and 
develop them over time, with a good 
example being the need for structural 
surveys.”

 The seminar also featured a panel 
discussion, moderated by Daniel Parkes 
and including; H.E. Pen Sophal, Sec-
retary of State of the Ministry of Land 
Management, urban Planning and Con-
struction; Mr. Van Sou Ieng, President 
GMAC; Mr. Will Myles, RICS Regional 
Managing Director Asia Pacific; Mr. Bill 
Jones, RICS Managing Director ASEAN, 
Ms. Sarah Hopkins, Sustainability Project 
Leader H&M; Mr. Andre De Jong, Manag-
ing Director of Robert Bosch Cambodia; 
Mr. Paul Hurford, Managing Director, 
Azisafe; and Alexandra Herbel, General 
Manager TuV Rheinland Cambodia. 

 The key theme which emerged from 
the expert’s discussion was the need for 
investors to have confidence in stan-
dards and regulatory system. Will Myles 
pointed out that, “without enforcement, 
investors lose confidence but there 
needs to be gradual increments of 
enforcement for standards to be achiev-
able.” H.E. Pen Sophal agreed saying 
that, “everyone - the government, the 
market, investors, and buyers - wants 
quality. The issue is one of economic 
factors.”

 Alexandra Herbel from TuV argued 
that the regulatory authority must start 
doing inspections on new buildings 
going up now to ensure they can act if 
there are problems. “Applying standards 
is about mitigating risk,” she said.

 Most panel members also agreed 
that construction site safety was a mas-
sive issue that was being effectively 
ignored by the government. 

 On the need for building and fire 
safety in factories, Van Sou Ieng ques-
tioned which needed to come first regu-
lation or investment in safety systems? 
“All international investors want to see 
documentation to prove quality and 
standards of buildings. It is urgent for 
the government to put in place a sys-
tem to confidence to investors. At the 
moment, there are too many institutions 
doing inspections.”

 Paul Hurford stressed that fire safety 
is a far greater concern currently than 
structural safety, especially given the 
increase in high rise buildings. “The con-
cern is that there is the need for an easy 
solution so there are multiple systems 
and authorities. The biggest risk is that 

all stakeholders are not working togeth-
er,” he said.  As well as systems respons-
es, Paul also pointed out that behavior 
change is the most pressing priority. 

  Broad agreement was reached over 
a number of issues by the panel, the 
key ones being that; the private sector 
wants and needs regulation to give 
confidence to investors, the private 
sector is prepared to play an active role 
in developing inspections, regulations, 
education, systems, processes, ethics, 
and standards; on-site safety and fire 
safety are pressing priorities for the 
industry, indemnity insurance is required 
for the industry; and that long-term the 
Cambodian building code will take pre-
cedence but in the short term a mix of 
international standards seems likely.

 Following the panel discussion, RICS 
gave a special presentation for Bonna 
Realty founder Mr. Sung Bonna for his 
services to real estate. 

 Britcham and IBC intend to invite 
RICS to return in the near future to con-
tinue to provide information on these 
critical issues for the Cambodian con-
struction and property industries 

OUR MAIN SERVICES:

MEMBER

  Air-Conditioning and Mechanical Ventilation System.

  Steel structure  work.   

  Installation of industrial equipment, power plant.   

  Chiller, AHU, FCU, VRV , Single split unit and Ducting.

  Oil and Gas Piping System   

  Fire Fighting and protection system   

  Water treatment and Waste treatment Plant   

  Automation Welding System   

  Electrical System   

  Construction 

Address : #55D, Street Oknha Kleang Moueng (St.70), Sangkat Srah Chork, Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia 12201. 

Mobile : +855-89 768 077 / 12-726 192 / 92-860 690 / Tel : +855-23 305 605 / 855-23 966 252 / Fax : +855-23 966 251

Email : info@vrkcorporation.com / Website : www.vrkcorporation.com
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Good design is becoming an increas-
ingly relevant factor in the Cam-
bodian real estate development 

market. 

 This positive change will benefit 
the public domain by creating a more 
graceful environment to live in while 
increasing the aesthetic beauty of our 
environment. Creating a product that is 
unique and that boasts of added value 
also helps developers overcome the risks 
of an overpopulated market. 

 At such an early stage in this market’s 
development, key industry players are 
starting to understand the potential for 
creating a lasting name for themselves 
by identifying their practice with good 
design choices, and offering a unique set 
of products. However, many investors 
still regard design as an additional and 
unnecessary cost since the customer base 
is often not used to or appreciative of 
good design. 

 Good design offers many lasting ben-
efits but how does design contribute to 
accrue the value of a project?

 Through pooling their respective 
skills together in a working relationship 
of mutual trust, developers and archi-
tects can achieve a balanced result that 
satisfies all the criteria that make design 
“good,” to ultimately generate consider-
able financial gain.

Good design aims at 
being timeless and to 
keep its value consistent 
through time.

ON GOOD DESIGN

good and by acting on the theory of con-
spicuous consumption. This is especially 
crucial in Cambodia, where the buyer 
spectrum is so broad. A good design 
offers spaces for living that accommo-
date the needs of as many social units 
(families, working professionals, young 
couples, etc) as possible, and present a 
high level of flexibility.

 A well designed building should also 
include some degree of variety, while 
keeping an overall consistency that gives 
it an organized look. This is what we 
had in mind when designing the façade 
for the East One (see picture), where the 
cantilevering terraces follow a pattern 
that creates dynamism within a rigid 
structure. The feature also helps by pro-
tecting the walls from direct sunlight. It 
is important to find a balance between 
simplicity and complication, as the risk 
could be creating something overly 
complicated that will soon tire after the 
initial shock has worn out.

 The last element I’d like to cite 
that contributes to good design is the 
response to context, both cultural and 
geographic. 

 The climate and culture invites us to 
design buildings that are not blueprints 
from countries with a different climate 
and weather. Such design choices have 
been implemented notably in Singapore 
and Thailand. An example of this is the 
use of cross-ventilation in high rise build-

 I firmly believe that a designer cre-
ates not just a space but a lifestyle, and 
every element that goes into a design 
needs to be either the answer to a 
practical problem or something meant 
to summon a particular state of mind in 
the end user. Treating architecture as 
something dull is a mistake that leads 
to financial loss in the long term. Good 
design should entice, and provide a 
haven of well being. 

 Good design also makes optimal 
use of resources. When we design we 

keep in mind the project lifespan and 
the current trends: both developers and 
architects must strive to create some-
thing that, while attracting customers at 
the time the project is released, will still 
stand the test of time. Good design aims 
at being timeless and to keep its value 
consistent through time.

 The target is also a concern for 
both designers and developers. A good 
design manages to be appealing to peo-
ple stemming from different countries 
and cultures, both by being intrinsically 

By Lorenzo M. Martini
Director of Lorenzo Martini Interiors

ings of recent construction. Promoting 
this approach will help create a brand of 
architecture unique to Cambodia, which 
will be both more energy-efficient and 
a proper embodiment of the Cambodian 
culture and geography. 

 All these practices will ultimately 
increase the chances of making both the 
developer and the buyers happy 
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RE-INFORCED

RE-INFORCED PRECAST LIGHTWEIGHT

97kg/m2610mm x (3000~3600mm) 105mm, 200mm

GLOBAL ANTI-FIRE BRAND 
ARRIVES IN CAMBODIA 

With thousands of oil and gas 
stations being erected nation-
wide in line with infrastructure, 

economic, and construction growth, the 
potential for fire-based incidents has 
increased. 

 Viking Corporation, a u.S. based 
anti-fire material producer with a global 
reputation for dependable sprinklers 
and valves, entered the Cambodian 
market this year. Their decision came 
after observing the poor level of fire 
prevention materials and practices at the 
nation’s gas and oil stations and other 
buildings such as factories.  

 Despite efforts to improve the fire 
prevention measures in the nation, fire 
safety is still a hot issue for this hot 
country especially when it comes to fire 
risk management, quality standards, 
and safety and fire management. Due 
to a lack of effective regulations for fire 
safety in the workplace, garment and 
factory owners have to ensure workers’ 
safety themselves. 

 Acknowledging this issue, Wiki Trade 
Co. Ltd, a CCA member and leading dis-
tributor of air-con, outdoor ceramic tiles, 
and concrete wall panels in Cambodia, 
recently launched Viking products local-
ly at a presentation on, “Firefighting for 

Oil and Gas 2015”. 

 The workshop aimed to educate par-
ticipants from the gas and oil industries 
on how Viking’s products can ensure the 
safety of their businesses. It also briefed 
participants on the Viking products, 
especially foam anti-fire products, avail-
able in Cambodia through Wiki Trade. 

  “We emphasize the right kind of 
foam to use for our customers especially 
in the oil and gas sector. Normal people 
only know it as foam (just like your shav-
ing foam), but there are differences in 
foam for different environments, such as 
low expansion, medium expansion and 
high expansion foam. Meanwhile they 
also emphasize the importance to have 
frequent fire test," said Bernard Mak, 
General Manager of Wiki Trade. 

 “This is our core strength, it’s at the 
heart of every Viking fire protection 
system, and it’s where we’ve set the 
most stringent standards for quality and 
dependability,” he added.

 For over 80 years, Viking has led the 
industry in the design and manufacture 
of the finest fire protection products. 
And its products will be hard at work for 
the next 80 years and beyond – provid-
ing the peace of mind that comes with 

worry-free fire protection. 

 As one of the first u.S. sprinkler 
manufacturers to attain ISO certification 
(ISO certified since 1992), Viking remains 
committed to the ongoing refinement 
of its products – all of which are tested 
and listed by the major approval agen-
cies around the world. These include 
underwriters Laboratories, Factory 
Mutual, Loss Prevention Council, and 
Verband der Sachversicherer. According 
to Mark, “The result of its continuous 
improvements is a line of products that 
have earned the respect of thousands 
of contractors and withstood the test of 
time.”

 Viking’s client portfolio is a 'Who’s 
who' of the world’s most recognizable 
companies and institutions including; 
the u.S. White House, FAA Control Tow-
ers, the Pentagon, the Palace Hotel of 
Madrid, the Smithsonian, Boeing Aircraft 
Hangers, Shanghai Grand Theater, and 
Disney Theme Parks. 

 “These top the very long list of high 
profile installations around the world, 
where Viking sprinkler systems protect 
invaluable cultural and commercial prop-
erties,” Mark concluded   
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SPACIOUS SEA AND SKY
DARA SAKOR OFFERS THE LIFE YOU WANT

Blue sky, white clouds, blue water, silver sand, clear water, coconut trees waving in 
the gentle breeze to the melody of the waves.  Have you ever dreamed of these? If 
you dream of living in a house in front of the sea, with spring blossoms, if you want 
to experience a life of love with a view of the spacious sea and sky, then you need to 
awaken to the Dara Sakor Seashore Resort.

Make your hide-away dream come true

Here on the untouched seashore 
of the Gulf of Thailand in the 
southwest of Cambodia we have 

built you a natural place as beautiful as a 
painting. Set in 36,000 hectares, the Dara 
Sakor Seashore Resort has a coastline of 
90 kilometers, with clear water, silver 
sand, 24 degrees all year round, and an 
abundance of wild animals and plants 
with 35 kinds of wild mammals, and 87 
kinds of birds. Life on a hill facing the sea 
is what we all dream of and while busy 
city life makes us stressed, Dara Sakor 
Seashore Resort will offer the lifestyle 
you’ve been longing for.

offering you a colorful and elegant life

 Dara Sakor Seashore Resort is a place 
where leisure, pleasure, touring, and 
shopping are all interlinked, offering a 
one-stop service covering food, accom-
modation, travel, and entertainment. you 
name it, we have it! Development of 
this milestone property will change the 
Cambodian and Southeast Asia tourism 

markets by forming an outstanding com-
bination of leisure exploration touring 
between the temple ruins of Angkor Wat 
and this stunning detached beach and 
charming city. Thanks to the traditional 
friendship and support between both 
governments, the Cambodia property 
will become a new tropical beach para-
dise for the Chinese tourist market. 

 The design details encapsulate both 
elegance and convenience, making it 
the first choice for your leisure, travel, 
vacation, and retirement. Come to Dara 
Sakor to realize your hideaway dream, 
build your healthy future and experience 
the elegance of life. What are you waiting 
for? Come to Dara Sakor, and it will give 

all that you want! 

 Future planning for the phased devel-
opment includes a five-star hotel group, 
a high-end tropical resort, a landscape 
luxury villa, a 54-hole golf course, a large 
water entertainment center, a beach club, 
a mountain club, a jungle spa club, a 
coast restaurant, an island park, a tropi-
cal farm, a fishing village and an ancient 
town. The first phase is set on the corner 
of the ‘L’ shaped parcel, facing southwest 
of the sea, on 6,800 hectares and 23 km 
of coastline, a third of which is the beach. 
The establishment of this Downtown 
Center will assist with the effective pro-
motion of the next phases 



The sales center provides a com-
fortable atmosphere to learn more 
about the Dara Sakor Seashore 

resort with a large master plan model 
showing the detail of the villas where 
the whole resort becomes alive in front 
of you. our efficient, passionate, and 
professional sales staff team can provide 
all the information on any aspect of the 
property including the resort’s planning, 
targets, products, progress, support from 
the government, and future potential. 
Everything we do is to make your visit a 
better experience.

Dara Sakor Seashore resort Hosts 
“Cambodia Sea festival 2014 Golf 
friendly Match”

 The “Cambodia Sea Festival 2014 Golf 
Friendly Match” was held successfully at 
Dara Sakor Seashore Resort. Cambodian 
National Assembly President Samdech 
Heng Samrin, Vice Premier and Minister 
of Defense H.E. Tea Banh, General Man-
ager of the Royal Army H.E. Pol Saroeun, 
Minister of Tourism H.E. Thong Khon, and 
other high- level officials and ambassa-
dors attended the opening ceremony. 

 After the match, players also enjoyed 
the beautiful, primitive scenery of the 
Dara Sakor Seashore Resort, while 

remarking on the unique beaches and 
forests of this location. The Dara Sakor 
Golf Club is Cambodia’s first internation-
al golf club with a total of 54 holes; an 
18-hole Ocean Course, an 18-hole Moun-
tain Course, and an 18-hole Links Course. 
The 135-hectare, 18-hole Course #1 is 
both the first seashore and illuminated 

course in the nation. The club has ful-
ly-equipped club houses, a professional 
team, practice courses, a resort, and a 
course management center. 

 The Dara Sakor Seashore Resort golf 

courses and golf resort hotel are being 
prepared for opening soon and we are 
now accepting reservations by telephone 
hotline on 011 212 666 / 071 398 6666. 
We look forward to your visit!

Hotline for Enquiries: 
023 626 6666 / 023 651 9999

Sales Center in Phnom Penh: 
1/f of P.G.C.T Building, 

Preah Sihanouk Blvd(rd. 274), 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

DARA SAKOR 
SEASHORE RESORT 

SALES CENTER 
IS OPEN FOR YOUR VISIT

The official opening ceremony for 
Dara Sakor Seashore Resort opening 
ceremony was held at its sales cen-
ter in Phnom Penh on March 31rd, 
2015 for the location in the southwest 
of Cambodia which is near Siha-
noukville. 



A mixed-use and retail develop-
ment is a real estate mission with 
planned integration of combina-

tions of retail, office, residential, hotel, 
recreation or other functions. It is pedes-
trian-oriented and contains elements of 
a live-work-play environment. From a 
developer’s perspective a development 
should maximize space usage, bear 
upscale amenities and strong architec-
tural expression that tends to mitigate 
traffic and sprawl. 

 A mixed-use development is not a 
standardized product form. It acclimatiz-
es in locality because of its existing and 
appearance in a city-center or upcountry 
area. The density levels are generally 
higher in a city-center setting but not 
necessarily in some cases or depending 
on market outlook by country. 

 In Thailand or countries in South East 
Asia, there is a strong trend for proper-
ty developers considering a mixed-use 
development as being a popular format 
as an extension to their core business 
lines, particularly from residential, 
because it is perceived as having the 
convenience of live-work-play options in 
a single location and satisfying its inhab-
itants’ desire to live in a community envi-
ronment in a big city. However, there are 
issues of risk in mixed-use developments 
and this is where design thinking comes 
in play.

 Design thinking for mixed-use devel-
opments is a concept whereby a design 
should reflect the dynamic of public 
space for place making with a combina-
tion of architecture and the right mix of 
retails and entertainment. The design 
should speak to the space and vice versa. 
Design can instill and provide good 
leverage between the designer’s concept, 
the community perspective, communica-

MIXED USE AND RETAIL 
DEVELOPMENT: A STORY OF 
VALUE-ADDED BY DESIGN

tions, and, most importantly, connectivity 
that creates values and cultures.

 Mixed-use is all about place making 
by design thinking. The best definition 
for place making in this context is a cre-
ation of vibrant, pedestrian-friendly areas 
with a mix of complementary land uses 
whereby a designer’s thoughts bear a 
significant aspect throughout the devel-
opment process. 

 In terms of retail, place making by 
design thinking means shopping or din-
ing that is less about selling and more 
about creating an experience for anyone. 
Mixed-use should be sensitive to the 
market area’s history or its prospective 
attitude and strongly visually tie its 
design features into it. The mixed-use 
design needs to be superior in all of its 
aspects; it could be of moderate quality 
in some aspects but not all. The idea 
leading to success for such develop-
ments is based on upon striking the right 
dynamic balance.

 Seamless design is another relatively 
new concept for the retail market in Asia 
based on the design thinking paradigm. 
The architect becomes the client’s con-
sultant by infusing and collaborating with 
multi-faceted or multi-branded concepts 
of individual space usage thus effectively 
transmuting architectural, interior, com-
munication and landscape designs into 
a single original master design based on 
the platform. 

 At JARKEN we believe that innovation 
arises from creativity, intelligence, and 
understanding. There are no absolute 
answers in design without strong and 
rigorous attempts to pursue any unan-
swered quests. To add value onto a built 
environment, mixed-use and retail should 
answer to a large number of publics over 
time horizon. Financial and economic 
aspects for success may be of great 
importance, but so are astuteness and 
belief in design that allows for the inter-
action of both 

Ramintra Mall, Bangkok, Thailand

By JARKEN Group of Companies
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THE EVOLUTION OF CAMBODIA'S 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Firstly, what are your insights 
about Cambodia’s Construction 
industry development now? 

 These last five years have been 
very dynamic in terms of development 
and have made construction one of the 
main pillars of Cambodia’s economy 
today.  The coming of more internation-
al actors has greatly professionalized 
the construction industry and I believe 
it is a trend that will keep on growing.

While Vattanac Capital Tower 
won Southeast Asia's outstand-
ing Gold-ranked LEED design 

award a few years ago, an LEED platinum 
rank has been recently granted to the 
Bureau Veritas office building which is 
also located in Cambodia.  Does this mark 
a new era for the Kingdom's architecture 
toward sustainable or green design? What 
are your thoughts on this trend? 

 Generally, the question of energy 
is a major issue for Cambodia’s devel-
opment and adopting a sustainable 
design could only bring benefits. How-
ever, despite the LEED ranks that were 
awarded, sustainable and green archi-
tecture is little known in Cambodia. 
The Kingdom is currently developing 

An exclusive interview with industry guru Thierry Loustau-Khao, founder & CEO of 
the French-Cambodian LBL International established since 1992. 

LBL International is a Cambodian company that has built over 250 construction 
projects in Cambodian and Thailand.

fast and the main concerns of a lot of 
projects are cost-effectiveness, profits 
and advertising, with little sensitivity or 
time given to sustainable design.

 Even though the construction of 
LEED-awarded buildings is a step for-
ward, sustainability should be designed 
as a whole within the city; in the long 
term, issues such as transport, green 
space, traffic etc. should be effectively 
addressed as well.

In terms of architecture and 
design, what are positive and 
negative developments have 

you observed in Cambodia as the con-
struction industry has developed?

 Although a great number of 
developments contribute to the city’s 
improvement, many are designed as 
individual identities and do not suffi-
ciently build in relation to the existing 
urban context. As a result, proportions 
between infrastructures and architec-
ture are not systematically respected 
which may, for instance, cause prob-
lems of traffic, natural light, and urban 
coherence. 

 For positive growth, it is important 
that projects are able to create a bridge 
between the existing and the new, and 

are no longer perceived as one single 
development, but as part of a more 
general development.

Given Cambodia’s geography 
and climate, how can it benefit 
contractors, architects and 

designers to develop projects which take 
these factors into account?

 Cambodia’s climate alters between 
very dry and heavy rain seasons with 
temperatures that can reach up to 40 
degrees. Many issues have to be dealt 
with such as high temperatures, heavy 
and horizontal rains, protection against 
dust and insects, and noise which may 
create conflicts in a project’s coherence. 
However some projects have taken the 
challenge to turn these disadvantages 
into benefits by combining natural 
ventilation, impermeability and natural 
light, and here lies the opportunity to 
create a more interesting and smarter 
design.

Sometimes there are techni-
cal and ethical conflicts over 
designing a project which 

reflects a Cambodian identity versus more 
modern architectural design. Do you see 
this as a challenge and how can a defin-

itively Cambodian modern design style 
evolve?  

 In the context of globalization and 
exchange of knowledge and technolo-
gies, architecture becomes itself more 
globalized and the distinction between 
national styles dissipates. Cambodia 
can be part of a more modern and 
international movement because the 
conflict isn’t necessarily between 
the Cambodian identity and modern 
architectural design but rather in our 
response to find a way to marry these 
two identities, hence the importance of 
a general urban plan that defines areas 
to be preserved and protects Cambo-
dia’s heritage. 

The Ministry of Land Manage-
ment, Urban Planning and Con-
struction in Cambodia has been 

working hard to draft its own building 
code which will hopefully be completed 
soon. Do you happen to know if this law 
will include procedures for architecture 
and design? If so, what are the main 
areas which are covered? Should there 
be a separate code of architecture and 
design?

 The drafting of a building code is 

a good initiative; so far as I know, the 
building code concerns the construc-
tion domain. Regarding the fact that 
the construction code is already very 
complex and dense, it will be better to 
separate architecture and design codes 
for more clarity.

Due to the current absence of 
a Cambodian building code, 
various international building 

codes have been applied on different 
projects in Cambodia. Has this created 
problems? What are the most pressing 
issues facing Cambodia in implementing, 
monitoring and enforcing a standardized 
system?  

 Currently the main issue is that 
not all buildings in Cambodia apply 
an international building code. As we 
progress towards a more standard-
ized system, having a code applied to 
all construction would already be an 
important step. In the long term, since 
there are already many international 
codes, I do not think it is necessary to 
reinvent one but rather to choose an 
existing one and adapt it to local needs 
and means.
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With the construction industry 
thriving in Cambodia right 
now, how tough is the com-

petition between international and local 
firms?

 The competition is particularly 
strong between local firms and region-
al firms from Thailand, Korea, Vietnam, 
and Malaysia, which is a normal ten-
dency when talking about a develop-
ing economy. This exterior competition 
stimulated local expertise and forced 
local firms to be more skilled in order 
to be as reliable as international firms. 
Globally it is positive competition 
because it benefited local firms by 
lifting them up and raising the quality 
of construction. As a result, local firms 
such as LBL are able to compete and 
will remain major construction actors 
in Cambodia.

Are Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPR) for architecture 
and design sector a serious 

matter for Cambodia now or in the future 
when the IPR law is implemented? What 
are the most pressing issues to consider? 

 In an environment of free market 
trade and a fast growing economy, 
concerns about IPR are weak and 
rarely brought up. If Cambodia wants 

to become a lasting and reliable actor 
in the global economy, the IPR matter 
should definitely be seriously consid-
ered. Its implementation would value 
the architect’s status, the quality of his 
work and protect his profession in the 
long term. Construction should not be 
treated as an object that can be indef-
initely reproduced; its design should 
be unique and always respond to very 
specific and localized needs. 

In general, do you think the 
qualifications of graduate 
students from Cambodian con-

struction-related university courses meet 
the requirements of local and internation-
al construction-related firms? How can 
young Cambodians become more qualified 
to take on higher positions in the sector?

 From our professional experience 
in Thailand, we are able to affirm that 
in comparison, graduate students from 
Cambodia construction-related univer-
sities are very well trained and have 
nothing to envy of their neighbors. 
Cambodian graduates have an excel-
lent base and qualifications to assume 
higher possibilities. The problems we 
encounter today are more in the diffi-
culty of finding enough graduates from 
this sector. 

With ASEAN integration close, 
do you think the Kingdom's con-
struction, architecture, and 

design sector is ready for this regional 
integration? What are impacts on Cambo-
dia’s construction market do you foresee 
after December 2015? 

 The economy of Cambodia is cur-
rently very open to foreign investments, 
and as stated before, the competition 
between regional firms has profession-
alized the construction industry and 
prepared it to be a more competitive 
market. Its integration should only 
accelerate and facilitate current trends 
such as investment opportunities and 
developing economic activities.

What are your recommendations 
to enhance the nation’s con-
struction, architecture and 

design industry?

 There is a great necessity in creating 
new regulation but more specifically, in 
creating a setting that will allow these 
regulations to be properly implemented 
and applied. Because it is a long and 
complex process, the main requirement 
would be to implement laws according 
to the state’s means, and to adopt a 
step-by-step procedure in order to give 
meaning to the regulation 
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Established in 1996, Inovar is a 
pioneer in Asia as well as in the 
laminate flooring industry. With 

its flagship showroom in Petaling Jaya, 
Malaysia and regional offices in India, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Australia and Indonesia, Inovar Floor has 
its headquarters in Bestari Jaya, about 
60 km from Kuala Lumpur, with a well-
equipped factory utilizing the latest Ger-
man technology.

 They set up a sales office in Phnom 
Penh City since March 2014. Inovar 
(Cambodia) brings quality laminate floor-
ing made from hardwood High Density 
Fibreboards with many trendy designs to 
choose from.

 Why Inovar floor?

 In search of the ultimate care-free, 
long-lasting floor covering material? 
What if there is a floor covering that can 
address the following common head-
aches that most floor specifiers face?

 -   yellowing and tile edges getting 
chipped after prolonged used

 - Incidents of young children tripping 
over the chipped edges of tiles

 - Growing concern of senior folks 
slipping and falling because of the wet 
or slippery tile surface

 -Old parquet floor pieces getting 
loose due to adhesive disintegration

 If you find yourself laughing at any 
of these scenarios because it is part of 
your daily grind to identify or source a 
floor covering that can address all these 
issues and more, it is definitely time 
to consider timber laminate flooring-a 
wood based floor covering that not only 
looks good, but is also extremely func-
tional and practical, be it for commercial 
or residential applications.

 A perfect option would be the 
widely-acclaimed Inovar Floor timber 
laminate flooring range. unlike conven-

tional hardwood floors whose prices are 
exorbitant, and which also contributes 
to massive deforestation, Inovar Floor is 
the affordable luxury which is also very 
eco-friendly.

 Good quality timber laminate floor-
ing is made up of five layers and these 
include the following:

 - A top protective overlay that acts 
as a deterrent against scuff, scratches 
and wear

 - A decorative layer that can take the 
form of an endless number of natural 
woodgrain colors as well as any designs 
that you can imagine

 - A high-density hardwood fiber-
board (HDF) core made of eco-friendly 
hardwood fibers compressed under high 
temperature and pressure

 - A backing layer or balancing film 
that provides  dimensional stability to 
the panel   

HOME INNOVATION PERFECTION

  For more information please visit our showroom:
Add: #149AEo, Mao Tse Tong Blvd, Sangkat Toul Svay Prey I, Khan Chamkamon, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Tel: 023 222 336
Email: inovarcambodia@inovarfloor.com

Website: www.inovarfloor.com
LINNHOFF TECHNOLOGIES PTE. LTD.
71, Tech Park Crescent, Tuas Tech Park, Singapore 638072.
Tel: +65 6863 1111  •   Fax: +65 6863 1080  •  E-mail: sales@linnhoff .com.sg  •  www.linnhoff .com.sg

– Better Roads with Linnhoff –

LINNHOFF ASPHALT MIXING PLANTS

– Better Roads with Linnhoff –– Better Roads with Linnhoff –– Better Roads with Linnhoff –

A German manufacturer of asphalt mixing plants since 1900s, Linnho�  product range includes various capacities of mobile, 
portable, and stationary asphalt mixing plants, as well as the ancillary equipment. With technology from Germany, Linnho�  
asphalt mixing plants provide less overall operating cost from less maintenance and less fuel consumption. 
To start saving, contact us.

Mobile Asphalt Plant

Base Stabilization Plant Hot/Cold Recycling Plant

Containerized Asphalt PlantCompactMix Asphalt Plant TransitMix Asphalt Plant

Tower Asphalt Plant
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Inspired by the success of its first 
building and property expo in Decem-
ber last year, the Cambodia Construc-

tors Association (CCA) is aiming to fill 
300 booths for the 2015 expo; a 20% 
increase on the 240 booths booked in 
2014. 

 Over 160 booths had already been 
confirmed by local and international 
firms by the end of April with enquiries 
continuing to flow in from dozens more. 
The “4th CCA Summit and Cambodia 
Construction Industry Expo 2015” sched-
uled for 3-5 December at Phnom Penh’s 
Diamond Island Exhibition and Conven-
tion Center will feature a greater and 
more exciting range of activities than 
the 1st expo last year. 

 The 2015 expo floor plan is divid-
ed into the following categories; Real 

Estate, Banking and Insurance; Construc-
tion Materials and Decoration; Electrical, 
Plumbing and Water Supply Machinery, 
Mechanical and Steel. A huge range of 
the latest local and international prod-
ucts and services in these three catego-
ries will feature at the fair.  

 While the booth rental price is 
unchanged, the expo organizers, after 
acknowledging the challenges from 
2014 are now improving every aspect of 
the event management from enhancing 
the booth selling strategy to the expo 
operation and management, and exhibi-
tor facilitation services. 

 In addition to the free buffet lunch 
offered to exhibiters (one coupon 
per booth), the CCA is also excited to 
announce that the 2015 expo will fea-
ture a ‘CCA Members and Exhibitors Net-

working Night’ on the second day. This 
unique function will allow executives 
and managers of over 100 CCA member 
companies to network and discuss busi-
ness opportunities with the local and 
international exhibitors over food and 
drinks. 

 Exhibitors that sign up for more than 
six booths will also have the opportu-
nity to give a 10-minute presentation 
to introduce their products/services to 
participants. Product demos and special 
performances will also be organized 
during the three-day event. 

 This year’s expo is being strongly 
supported by public agencies like the 
Ministry of Land Management urban 
Planning and Construction, the Minis-
try of Commerce, the Ministry of Labor 
and Vocational Training, the Board of 

Architects Cambodia, and the Board of 
Engineers of Cambodia. These public 
agencies will also be inviting their offi-
cials and members to attend the show. 

 Of special relevance and excitement 
is CCA’s membership of the ASEAN Con-
structors Federation since 2012, being 
co-chair of the China-ASEAN Building 
Materials Committee since 2014, and a 
member of the International Federation 
of Asian & Western Pacific Contractors 
‘Association (IFAWPCA) since 2014.  

 Thanks to these strong, sustainable 
connections and networks with these 
international construction groups, the 
CCA confidently expects a significant 
rise in the number of international 
exhibitors and visitors who will partici-
pate in and attend the show.

 As well as sending official invita-
tions over 500 owners, directors and top 
executives of local and international 
construction-related companies based 
in Cambodia to attend the expo, the 

organizers are also inviting hundreds of 
senior students and lecturers from the 
more than 10 engineering and architec-
ture schools in Cambodia so they can 
learn about the latest building materials, 
and seek employment opportunities at 
the fair.  

 With this range of exciting, inno-
vative strategies to raise the standard 
and profile of the event, the CCA expect 
thousands of visitors including high-pro-
file government officials, and local and 
international professionals working in 
the building and property industries to 
attend the event to update their knowl-
edge on the latest products and services, 
seek business partnerships, and network.  
 The CCA encourages interested firms 
to sign up for booths as soon as possible 
to capitalize on this unique opportunity 
as the organising team expects high 
demand for the booths means they will 
be sold out in the next few months  

2ND CCA 
BUILDING EXPO 
AIMS FOR 300 

BOOTHS 
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Booth Inclusive of:

•	Needle punch carpet
•	White polyester laminated panels for back 

walls, two side walls and fascia board
•	Fluorescent lights (40watts) - 2
•	Information counter
•	Folding chairs - 2 
•	Wastepaper basket - 1 
•	Electrical socket - 1

The Venue:

The Diamond Island Exhibition & Convention 
Center is Cambodia’s premiere exhibition center 
located in central Phnom Penh and close to all 
major hotels and attractions. All halls are fitted 
with air cooling systems. There are supporting 
facilities including seminar rooms, cafés, 
restaurants, VIP rooms, Internet access and a 
high-tech security system.

Booth Plan

Booth Booking Contact for Expo 2015 and CCA Address:

Add : Canadia Bank Tower (12th floor) #315, No 1, Str. 110 corner, St. 93, Sangkat Wat Phnom, Khan Daun Penh, Cambodia.
Tel: ( 855 ) 23 868 222 | ( 855 ) 23 988 828  |  Fax : ( 855 ) 23 988 828

HP : ( 855 ) 96 5 811 861 ( English ) | HP : ( 855 ) 96 4 811 861 ( Khmer - English ) HP : ( 855 ) 96 3 811 861 ( Khmer )
Email : secretariatcca@yahoo.com | ccasecretariat@ymail.com | Website : www.cca.org.kh

Booth Plan for 4th CCA Summit & Cambodia Construction Industry EXPo

on 3-5 December 2015 at Diamond Island Convention & Exhibition Center

2.5 m

3 m

After continued anarchic sand 
pumping along Cambodia’s riv-
ers has affected the river banks 

and water quality, the government has 
decided to suspend and review the 
activities of sand pumping businesses 
following a similar ban over a year ago.

 After realizing that prohibition has 

seriously affected the nation’s thriving 
construction industry since thousands 
of businesses require an increasing 
amount of sand, Neak Oknha Pung Keav 
Se, Chairman of the Cambodia Con-
structors Association (CCA), a private 
group of almost 100 members from 
construction-related businesses, has 
requested permission from the govern-
ment to start limited sand pumping to 
rescue the construction industry.

 In a letter sent to Ministry of Mines 

and Energy dated 7 April acquired by 
Construction and Property Magazine, 
Neak Oknha welcomed the govern-
ment’s intervention to enhance the 
management of sand pumping with 
the common aim of achieving sustain-
able sand pumping.  However, he also 
expressed the negative effects of the 

ban on the nation’s thriving construc-
tion industry which requires an increas-
ing amount of sand.

 “On behalf of the Cambodia Con-
structors Association, which is a 
private institution representing the 
construction industry, I have observed 
and researched that over 10,000 cubic 
meters of sand are needed daily in 
Cambodia. So if the government post-
pones sand pumping too long it will 

cause a shortage of sand supply on 
projects across the entire the country 
which could lead to a recession in Cam-
bodia’s construction sector,” he said in 
the letter.

 Neak Okhna worried that, “Moreover, 
without enough sand, construction sites 
must resort to shutting down which will 
leave thousands of workers unemployed 
and strongly affect their livelihoods.” 

 In response, the Ministry of Mines 
and Energy, which faces difficulty in 
balancing socio-economic development 
and sustainable environment protec-
tion, said in a letter to CCA dated 13 
April that Construction and Property 
Magazine has acquired that it acknowl-
edges that the prohibition has affected 
construction sites across the entire 
country and workers’ livelihoods. 

 As a solution, since 10 April, the 
Ministry has licensed the Phnom Penh 
Autonomous Port (PPAP) to start pump-
ing sand and supplying the market, with 
20,000 cubic meters a day daily to ade-
quately supply the market.

 In the meantime, it will also publicly 
launch the sand pumping businesses in 
some areas after the traditional Khmer 
New year celebration. 

 “These solutions will ensure the sta-
bility of sand supply quickly while the 
sand price can also be maintained at a 
reasonable price,” the Ministry said in 
its letter 

AN EFFORT 
THAT 
BENEFITS 
ALL
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Aircon Engineering

Retailing and whole selling all kind of air conditioners including wall-mount, 
cassette, ceiling duct, floor standing, and under ceiling unit
We specialize in single-split, multi-split, centralize, and chiller system
Retailing and whole selling of water heating system including electrical 
heating, gas heating, and solar hybrid system
We offer design, installation and maintenance service









Retailing and whole selling all kind of air conditioners including wall-mount, 
cassette, ceiling duct, floor standing, and under ceiling unit
We specialize in single-split, multi-split, centralize, and chiller system
Retailing and whole selling of water heating system including electrical 
heating, gas heating, and solar hybrid system
We offer design, installation and maintenance service
Please visit our showroom:
No. 759, Kampuchea Krom Blvd. (St. 128), Sangkat Teuk Laak I, Khan Tuol Kok, Phnom Penh
Tel: (855-77) 777 891 / 077 566 888 / 012 863 888
E-mail: myaircon.engineer@gmail.com











The Filipino property 
market remains strong 
due to the sustained 

growth of the Philippines 
as well as the impending 
ASEAN integration, accord-
ing to a report by Pinnacle 
Real Estate Consulting Ser-
vices Inc. 

 The office sector is 
robust due to high demand, 
low vacancy, increasing 
rents, and upcoming sup-
ply. The residential sector 
is seeing diversifying sup-

ply, successive sales, and 
expanding rental markets. 
The hotel and gaming sector 
is increasing demand from 
record-high tourist arrivals, 
and the industrial sector is 
boosted by manufacturers 
entering in joint ventures for 
government lands.

 Twelve infrastructure 
projects worth P184.4 bil-
lion have been approved, 
with another P890 billion in 
the pipeline  

ASEAN BOOM FOR THE 
PHILIPPINES

France’s Bouygues Construction has 
won a second major residential 
scheme in Myanmar to design and 

build the next phase of Star City, a large 
residential complex in the suburbs of 
yangon, the country’s capital.

 The contract, worth a total of 
uS$125m covers the design and con-
struction of six residential buildings 
with a total of 956 apartments. Four 
towers will be 82m tall (25 storeys), and 
the other two will be 91m.

 The contract also includes the con-
struction of a two-storey car park along 
with a local community building and the 
development of green spaces, a swim-
ming-pool and a leisure activity area. 

Work is now getting under way and will 
last approximately three years 

A uS$1.4bn, 17-acre 
“Lifestyle Quarter” is 
to be developed in 

a new financial district in 
the Malaysian capital Kuala 
Lumpur, called Tun Razak 
Exchange (TRX). 

 A retail-led mixed-use 
development, the Lifestyle 
Quarter will see Lend Lease 
own 60% in partnership with 
Malaysian state-owned real 
estate company, 1MDB.  Lend 

Lease previously worked on 
Malaysian projects which 
included the Petronas Twin 
Towers.

 The quarter will have 
a mall, residential towers 
and a hotel connected to a 
multi-layer central park, plus 
the largest MRT station in 
the city. 

 Rod Leaver, CEO for Lend 
Lease in Asia, said TRX would 
be “an iconic destination” 

ICONIC LIFESTYLE QUARTER 
FOR KUALA LUMPUR

Floating cities may be the 
next big thing for ASEAN 
real estate according 

to The Seasteading Institute 
which is seeking a location for 
operation by 2020. 

 The current economic 
growth in ASEAN means 
countries like the city-state of 
Singapore, or the coastal cit-
ies of Bangkok and Indonesia, 
could play host to the floating 
cities.

 With many Asian coastal 

cities threatened by rising sea 
levels and a possible sinking, 
places like Bangkok, Jakarta 
and Ho Chi Minh City would 
be ideal candidates for expan-
sion into the sea.  

 “We want to create a “Sil-
icon Valley of the Sea” where 
new experiments in gover-
nance could be attempted 
with minimal risk and max-
imum benefit to the world,” 
said Joe Quirk, Seasteading 
Institute Communications 
Director 

ASEAN FLOATING CITIES 
BY 2020? 

Real estate firm Century Proper-
ties Group Inc is investing over 
uS$452 million in an integrated 

resort project in the Philippines.

 The firm has signed a deal to 
acquire 56 hectares of property to 
develop a beachfront development 
lifestyle destination in San Vicente, 
Palawan province

 Palawan province is well known 
tourist spot with island and beach 
resorts. It is the site of the Puerto 
Princesa Subterranean River, one of 
the new seven natural wonders of the 
world.

 Completion of infrastructure proj-
ects such as roads and airports are 
also seen as important catalysts for 
driving larger regional and global 
tourist arrivals to Palawan and the 
Philippines which currently lag behind 
their ASEAN neighbours Thailand and 
Vietnam  

CENTURY 
DEVELOPING 
PHILIPPINES 
SUPER-RESORT 

Specialized in High Grade
Apartment & Condominium
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After five years of relative stagna-
tion, 2015 looks to be a strong 
year for Vietnam’s real estate 

market according to a report by Dezan 
Shira & Associates in their Vietnam 
Briefing. 

 Industrial zone development will 
see significant growth thanks to Viet-

nam having one of the highest levels of 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the 
ASEAN region. 

 Mid-level and luxury apartment 
developments coming online will see 
the highest profit potential helped by 
regulatory reform making it easier for 
foreign buyers to buy property. 

 Thanks to a strong tourism industry, 
the development of resorts in coastal 
and strategic areas is also seeing posi-
tive investor interest. 

 The report credits banking and reg-
ulatory reform for being behind much 
of the sector’s strength 

STRONG 2015 FOR VIETNAM

CBRE reported in April that global 
shopping center development con-
tinues to grow with a total of 11.4 

million square meters (122.7 million square 
feet) of new shopping center space opened 
in 2014, compared with 10.6 million sq. m. 
(114.1 million sq. ft.) in 2013.

  Emerging markets, particularly in Asia, 
have continued to dominate the shopping 
center development pipeline with over 39 
million sq. m. (419.8 million sq. ft.) under 
construction at the end of last year. China 
accounted for over 60 percent of the pipe-
line, with Russia, Turkey and India also pos-
sessing significant space under construc-
tion, says CBRE's report.

  The top five most active cities in the 
world are all in China: Shanghai, Shenzhen, 
Chengdu, Chongqing and Guangzhou 

ASIA DOMINATES 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
DEVELOPMENT

SOK BON REVEALS NEW 
CVEA STRATEGIES 
SOK BON REVEALS NEW 
CVEA STRATEGIES 
With less than a year before 

ASEAN Integration when Cam-
bodia’s real estate industry will 

enter a new and uncertain phase, Sok 
Bun, the 4th President of the Cambodia 
Valuers and Estate Agents (CVEA) Associ-
ation has revealed his 2-year strategy to 
promote the 8-year old association.

 His first priority is promoting CVEA’s 
reputation and activities through stan-
dardizing the association’s statutes and 
exploring methods to open new markets 
to benefit the members. 

 A first step on this ambition has seen 
CVEA sign an Mou with the uS$500 
million The Bay project. This means 
any association member offices as their 
respective agents are automatically per-
mited to sell properties for this project.  

 As ASEAN integration approaches and 
with only 46 of Cambodia’s almost 100 
legal real estate firms being CVEA mem-
bers, his second idea is to legalize and 
standardize them through an internation-
ally-accepted real estate academy.

 Sok Bun is therefore working towards 
an Mou with the Singapore Institure of 
Management (SIM) to train local real 
estate agents to be internationally recog-

nized. He also intends to introduce a real 
estate major into the Cambodian universi-
ty curriculum given that most Cambodian 
university students don’t yet consider the 
potential of a career in real estate. 

 “Because most human resources in the 
local real estate sector haven’t graduated 
from a recognized real esate academy 
they get low fees, but after they have 
graduated from an official real estate 
adaemy they will get better fees,” he 
argued. “Soon, property owners will not 
want the services from unprofessional 
agents because it destroys their property 
value,” he added. 

 Bun believes the nation’s 7% annual 
economic growth rate, stable political 
environment, and acceptable living secu-
rity and convenience, along with the 
government’s warm incentive policy for 
foreign investment are behind the nation’s 
thriving property industry. 

 “Compared to other ASEAN countries, 
Cambodia is a more fertile ground for 
property investments especially when it 
comes to convenient property transaction 
procedures, cheaper property prices, and 
acceptable living costs,” he said. 

 Compared to smaller nations like 

Soon, property owners will 
not want the services from 
unprofessional agents because 
it destroys their property value.

Sok Bun, President of the Cambodia Valuers and 
Estate Agents Association (CVEA)

Singapore where there are dense prop-
erty developments with hundreds of real 
estate offices and thousands of agents, 
he thinks Cambodia still has room for 
existing and new property businesses to 
grow. “The issue is not the market scale, 
but it depends more on the strengths of 
each realty office and the individuals,” he 
stressed.

 While many property traders worry 
about over-supply, Sok Bun has the oppo-
site view, expecting future demand to 
exceed current supply.

  While many experts warn of a future 
property crisis because developers are 
only eyeing foreign buyers, he is not con-
cerned, explaining that stable economic 
development comes first. “If we don’t 
push for this trend, the economy will not 
grow well like today.”

 He is also unconcerned about steep 
property price rises – upto to 100% in 
some areas pointing instead to theory of 
demand and supply. 

 While Sok Bun thinks investments in 
higher-end condominiums and apartments 
with international standards in Phnom 
Penh retain potential, he also believes 
Siem Reap and Sihanoukville have a high 
potential for tourism-related property 
developments and he has a clear message 
for developers. “I request developers to 
collaborate with each other to develop 
the Cambodian property market because 
it is our home.”

 If the property development can 
remain healthy like today, he believes the 
local property market will be very proper-
ious over the next 5 to 10 years 
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The iconic mixed development, 
The Bay, has been recognized by 
the International Property Awards 

program as the best commercial devel-
opment in the Asia-Pacific region in two 
categories; mixed-development and res-
idential development (multiple units) for 
2015-2016.

 This uS$500 million mixed hotel-con-
dominium project on Phnom Penh’s Chroy 
Changvar peninsular is being developed 
by Singapore-based TEHO-SBG Develop-
ment Co., Ltd. The Developer told Con-
struction and Property Magazine that the 
award’s selection committee informed the 
company of their victory in February with 
the formal gala awards event scheduled 
to take place in Kuala Lumpur in May this 
year. 

 The Bay’s outstanding criteria which 
landed it the awards included being the 
tallest building in Phnom Penh at 53 
floors on completion in 2019, and its 
iconic design whose innovative func-
tionality centers on its lighting and 
ventilation. “It is a design that Cambodia 
has never seen before given the colonial 
types of architecture in the region,” TEHO 
explained.

 Receiving the awards will create 
greater global confidence in the develop-
er which will boost sale, enhance moti-
vation and morale, and build an interna-
tional reputation through the worldwide 
media coverage. 

 According to the organizers of the 
International Property Awards, earning 
an award in any of their categories is 

a world-renowned mark of excellence. 
TEHO agreed saying, “This has helped us 
to show that The Bay is no ordinary feat 
of architecture, but one that is truly a 
masterpiece.”

 Initiated in 1995, the International 
Property Awards are open to residential 
and commercial property professionals 
and firms from around the globe. It cele-
brates the highest levels of achievement 
by companies operating in all sectors of 
the property industry. 

 The awards are split into regions cov-
ering Africa, Asia Pacific, Arabia, Canada, 
Caribbean, Central and South America, 
Europe, the uK, and the uSA. Participants 
enter at their relevant national level and 
are judged by a highly experienced team 
of about 80 professionals who cover the 
whole range of property disciplines. The 
highest-scoring winners from each region 
are automatically entered into the overall 
international awards, which ultimately 
determine the world’s finest property 
companies.

 Winners are determined through a 
stringent selection process, and the few 
chosen companies are then invited to 
attend a glittering awards dinner for each 
region and have the right to use the pres-
tigious logo in their marketing.

 The program features four main 
categories; development, architecture, 
interior, design and real estate which 
are then divided into many sub sections. 
The Bay won two of these sub-sections, 
i.e. mixed-development and residential 
development (multiple units) of the 

development category. 

  “Each and every one of the compa-
nies to win a coveted world’s best award 
has displayed exemplary levels of quality, 
professionalism and innovation. Having 
proved their worth at country level, they 
can now take their rightful place as lead-
ers in the global property market,” said 
International Property Awards’ President, 
Stuart Shield.

 He added that Asia-Pacific has an 
enviable and unbeaten record of success 
at international level. The region scooped 
a total of 13 of the World’s Best Awards 
in 2012 but then went on to break its 
own record number by scoring an impres-
sive 18 of the World’s Best Awards in 
2013. “We will all now wait to see if 
Asia-Pacific can not only retain the title 
of best performing region of the world 
in the International Property Awards but 
also beat its own record for yet another 
successive year.”

 The Bay is the first project that ECG 
has developed in Cambodia, but it is not 
the last as TEHO-SBG Development con-
firmed. “We are definitely looking into 
cementing our presence in Cambodia for 
the long term, hence our office in Phnom 
Penh. We are focused on The Bay at the 
moment, but we do have other projects in 
the works that we intend to launch in the 
future.”

 For more information about The Bay 
project, read the exclusive profile in Issue 
014 of Construction and Property Maga-
zine 

‘THE BAY’ WINS 2 INTERNATIONAL 
PROPERTY AWARDS 
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CENTURY 21 RATANAKA REALTY 
OFFICIALLY OPENS

March 11 2015 marked the soft 
launch of Century 21 Ratanaka 
Realty, a real estate firm owned 

by Cambodians that serves Cambodians 
and applies international standards. 

 Initiated in July 2014, Ratanaka Real-
ty is franchised, via an agreement signed 
by its parent company Ratanaka Broker 
Group, from Century 21 Cambodia, a sub-
sidiary of the global real estate agency 
Century 21.

Although a newcomer on the nation’s 
bourgeoning property market, the agency 
has the vision to become a market lead-
er. It also aims to promote professional-
ism for Cambodians working in the real 
estate market.

 “With our vision and our core prin-
ciples, we value our customers, and we 
will provide them services with profes-
sionalism and integrity”, Ms. Lim Makara, 
Century 21 Ratanaka Realty’s CEO said at 
the firm’s soft launch.

 Ratanaka Realty said it is the first 
local company to provide an independent 
agent program, meaning that anyone 

interested in a realty career can now 
become a professional and have the 
independence they need with the support 
of a global brand.

 “We build relationships and skill sets 
for our real estate agents through our 
recruitment, training awards and recog-
nition programs. We provide opportunity 
for a traditional “Neak Kouk Je” to trans-
form into a professional agent. And we 
bring with us all of the professionalism 
and standards that a global brand has to 
offer,” said Makara. 

 To differentiate itself from the dozens 
of legal and illegal offices in the market, 
the company announced three unique 
strategies, i.e. serving customers with 
professionalism and integrity; paying the 
highest commission to the agent of any 
real estate company in Cambodia; and 
building a team of over 150 real estate 
professionals.

 In line with our vision and goals, 
Makara added that her firm differs from 
others by building partnerships rather 
than competition. “We bring international 
standards for agents to help each other 

and work together by using our trade-
mark co-broker system,” she said.

 Mr. Kevin Goos, CEO of Century 21 
Cambodia said Ratanaka Realty’s vision 
and mission for now and the future is to 
increase the level of professionalism and 
trust with local agents and to provide 
opportunity to young ambitious men and 
women who desire to be successful and 
the best of the best. 

 After mentioning that being a profes-
sional real estate agent is very important 
for a developing country like Cambodia,  
Ms. Grace Rachny Fong, Learning Direc-
tor of Century 21 Cambodia, encouraged 
traditional brokers to become part of the 
international brand, Century 21, while 
still being able to independent. Grace 
explained that they can participate in the 
Professional Real Estate Agent Programs 
of Century 21 Ratanaka Realty which is 
the first Agent Program in Cambodia.

 “It will offer them a chance to build 
the knowledge they need as a profes-
sional; most importantly, they can keep 
and enjoy the compensation that is much 
higher than what has been practiced in 

the current market”, she said. “We envisage that in a short 
time, a career as a real estate agent will be one of the 
most respected professions in Cambodia as it has become 
in many developed countries outside Cambodia.”

 Mr. Kuy Vat, Chairman of Century 21 Cambodia and 
Oknha Cheng Kheng, Chairman of Century 21 CPL Home 
together agreed that while realty businesses in Cambodia 
are facing tougher challenges because of regional and 
global integration forces, they nonetheless believed the 
support from a global brand like Century 21 is a win-win 
solution 

With our vision and our core 
principles, we value our cus-
tomers, and we will provide 
them services with profes-
sionalism and integrity.
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Having already franchised 15 real estate offices 
in Cambodia, Century 21 Cambodia, a subsidi-
ary of the u.S.’ largest real estate firm Centu-

ry 21 has unveiled new services to help its affiliated 
offices, agents, and clients.

Showroom Pro is one of its new core services that 
provides consultation on showroom setup for devel-
opers, including the training for staff and establish-
ing sales strategies. 

 “I have been to every condominium showroom 
in Cambodia, and it was clear that developers need 
our assistance in setting up a showroom of inter-
national standards with top sales service because 
this is what the buyer expects,” Kevin Goos, CEO of 
Century 21 Cambodia said at Century 21’s first ever 
Franchise Dinner on 30 March.  “Too many uS$100 
million projects are losing a lot of money every day 
due to lack of trained showroom sales staff, and this 
might be the biggest problem developers are facing 
in Cambodia.”

 Century 21 also plan to launch a mobile appli-
cation service that will allow users to search prop-
erties online on their smart phones. According to 
Goos, they will also provide an online visual sec-
retary system that can help agents to work more 
efficiently and successfully. “These are just a few 
tools and techniques among our many techniques 
we have practiced worldwide to help our affiliated 
offices and agents,” he said. 

 These additional services are in compliment to 
existing services provided by Century 21 offices, 
such as property management, appraisals, commer-
cial and industrial properties, and renting, which all 
support their core service which is the selling and 
buying of real estate.

 The CEO who have observed the franchising of 

various businesses in Cambodia over the last 15 
years stressed that Century 21 is the first real estate 
company that has come to Cambodia to focus on 
real estate franchising. 

 Besides equipping entrepreneurs with qualified 
skills to conduct real estate business via its interna-
tional real estate courses, this global realty agency 
also helps developers in regards to property selling 
via its global selling network so that they can com-
pete with international companies that are entering 
Cambodia. Training real estate agents to be interna-
tionally recognized agents, both staff from its fran-
chised offices and individuals, is also its main focus. 

 Century 21 is the largest and most recognized 
real estate company worldwide with over 7,100 
offices in 75 countries, and over 100,000 sales asso-
ciates. Last year, the firm sold uS$142 billion of real 
estate globally that ranked them as the leader of 
global property transactions, according to Goos. 

 Century 21 draws upon its network surrounding 
Asian countries to promote new real estate devel-
opments in Cambodia. “We began building Century 
21 in Asia in 1981 with Century 21 Japan, which now 
has over 860 offices across the country, and Cam-
bodia is the most attractive market in Asia for real 
estate development right now,” he emphasized.  

 Currently, Cambodia is catching up with other 
neighboring cities for real estate development 
which has been boosted by over 300 new projects 
being approved by the government.“Most new 
property developments in Cambodia are selling to 
international buyers for many reasons but primarily 
because it is a good investment and Century 21 is 
strongest in Taiwan, Japan, China, Singapore, and 
Hong Kong, with over 35,000 agents in these coun-
tries who all focus on sales,” said Goos  

Too many US$100 million projects 
are losing a lot of money every day 
due to lack of trained showroom 
sales staff, and this might be the 
biggest problem developers are 
facing in Cambodia.

CENTURY 21 
LAUNCH NEW 
REAL ESTATE 
TOOLS 

Image Pers, a Japanese luxu-
ry serviced apartment devel-
oped by Japanese real estate 

firm Leopalace21 will be 
introducing a Japanese living 
style to Cambodia’s growing 
accommodation market when 
construction is complete in 
two years. 

 Breaking ground on 10 
April, the uS$15 million 
14-storey fully-serviced 
apartment development will 
feature 48 units together with 
a wide range of amenities 
set on 802 square meters 
in Phnom Penh’s Toul Kork 
district. Developed by Leop-
alace21(Cambodia) Co., Ltd, a 
subsidiary of Japan’s largest 
real estate firm set up in 
Cambodia early this year, the 
building construction and 
property management will be 
handled by Nuri Development 
and Construction (D&C) Co., 
Ltd, the Korean contractor and 
developer.

 Speaking at the ground 
breaking event, Ryosen 

Kobayashi, Leopalace21 Cam-
bodia’s Managing Director 
said there is a big shortage 
of Japanese-style apartments 
in Cambodia when compared 
to supply and demand. “Cam-
bodia can supply only about 
50% of Japanese style apart-
ments to the market, and we 
are seeking more investment 
opportunities in this sector,” 
he said.

 “We have the conviction 
for the development of Phnom 
Penh,” Kobayashi said accord-
ing to the Khmer Times, add-
ing that an increasing number 
of Japanese firms are becom-

ing interested in the Phnom 
Penh market.

 He expects Japanese 
nationals to comprise the first 
wave of tenants for the build-
ing, but thinks that other for-
eigners and Cambodians will 
also take interest.

 Agreeing with Leopal-
ace21’s representative, Andrew 
J. Ahn, Vice-President of Nuri 
D&C has also observed strong 
growth in the apartment mar-
ket in Phnom Penh as more 
and more foreigners arrive 
in Cambodia, while the local 
market has also risen gradually. 

 “If compared to the last 
five years, there was a need 
to explain publically to the 
Cambodian market about what 
the apartments are, but now 
things has largely changed as 
many know what they are,” he 
said, Hang Meas TV reported. 
“Now apartment services have 
been developed to the point 
where they need to show off 
their quality to clients which 
has caused stronger competi-
tion in the sector.” 

 An apartment survey 
released by Vtrust Group last 
year indicated that the inflow 
of foreigners to Cambodia for 
employment and investment 
has boosted the nation’s 
apartment industry, while only 
2% of local tenants have rent-
ed apartments. 

 The report also found that 
apartment construction has 
boomed recently with 47% of 
the total current 374 apart-
ments having come on line 
over the last three years’ 

LEOPALACE21 AND NURI BREAK GROUND ON 
JAPANESE-STYLE APARTMENT 

Kobayashi Ryosen, Managing Director LeoPalace21 (Cambodia)
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Knight Frank Property Indexes show strong prop-
erty performance by Phnom Penh as Cambodia’s 
economic growth continues.

 Knight Frank’s Prime Asia Development Land 
Index reflected a generally positive land market in the 
region. Helped by improvements in several markets, 

PHNOM PENH STARS PROPERTY 
PERFORMER

Residential properties continued to enjoy robust sales 
to overseas investors – particularly Taiwanese, Japanese 
and Singaporeans – and fetch benchmark prices while 
commercial buildings witnessed sustained healthy leas-
ing demand from foreign firms seeking to tap into the 
strong economic growth in the city.

 Although land prices on the regional level continued 
to climb upwards, the sales volumes in Asia tumbled 
by 31.0% last year from an extraordinarily high base in 
2013. This was due to a 33.5% plunge in China, as the 
inventory of unsold houses swelled. In the meantime, 
the rest of Asia still saw volumes increase marginally. 
While Asian developers are making less cross- border 
acquisitions within the region, non- Asians pumped in 

the land price index for office sites grew 2.7% in H2 
2014, faster than the 2.3% increase seen in the previous 
six months. The growth of residential land prices, how-
ever, moderated to 3.4% from 3.8%.

 Phnom Penh was the star performer with residen-
tial and office land prices registering 10.7% and 11.1% 
increases respectively over the last six months of 2014. 

118.5% more investment.

 The Knight Frank Asia-Pacific Prime 
Office Rental Index also increased 0.5% in 
the last quarter of 2014, slower than the 
1.3% and 0.9% registered in Q3 2014 and 
Q4 2014 respectively. The average vacancy 
rate continued falling, as two thirds of the 
markets surveyed saw improving occupancy 
rates.

 In Southeast Asia, Bangkok experienced 

the lowest vacancy rate in eight years, as 
demand continued to outpace new supply. 
In neighbouring Kuala Lumpur, office rents 
barely moved. Jakarta registered the stron-
gest quarterly rental growth of 6.2%, as 
vacancy dropped to the lowest rate of 4.2% 
in our records. Phnom Penh, where rents 
increased by 3.2%, on the back of steady 
demand from foreign companies seeking to 
capitalise on Cambodia’s strong economic 
growth 
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After 70% of its second plan were 
sold out, The Mekong Royal 
launched its second project in early 

May this year to introduce a luxury living 
environment to its Cambodian customers.

 Developed, designed, and constructed 
by Cambodian developer, Mekong Phnom 
Penh Development Corporation, The 
Mekong Royal’s first project is situated 
along National Road No. 6 in Chrouy 
Changvar district’s Prek Leap commune, 
about 7km north of the Chrouy Changvar 
Bridge.

 Sales for this 400+-unit project kicked 
off last September and over 70% of the 
properties had been sold by the end of 
April. 

 Thanks to the success of its first plan, 
the developer has aunched a larger scale  
2nd project located next to the first that 
will contain over 600 units. Since con-
struction broke ground in March, over 5% 
of the units had sold by the end of April.

 The two projects feature five types 
of residences that cater to modern living 
styles, i.e. Queen Villa, Twin Villa (two 
owners sharing one house building), Link 
House, Shop House, and Flat with prices 
ranging from uS$70,000 to over uS$1 
million per unit.

 While construction for each house of 

the first project will take about 20 months 
to complete after buyers have signed the 
contract, each house in the second proj-
ect will take about 24 months, said Seak 
Rady, the company’s Sales Team Leader.

 “Based on our estimation, we expect 
to complete the two projects from 
between three to six years’ time,” she told 
Construction and Property Magazine. 

 Since all properties are built on the 
ground, Cambodian nationals are the 
major buyers of these over 1,000 units, 
while there are a few clients who are 
foreigners holding Cambodian citizen-
ship and foreigners that have Cambodian 
spouses, Rady reported. 

 “The project’s great location which is 
along the National Road 6 and stretching 
between two rivers provides a pleasant 
living environment for residences living 
inside the project,” she said. “Because 
there will be another 20-meter road to 
build behind the project sites we will 
build a bridge across a 15-meter channel 
to connect to that road which will provide 
even more commuting convenience to 
residences living there.”

 The developer has offered buyers 
three purchasing options. If buyers dis-
charge all at once they will get a 10% 
discount of the total property price. If cus-
tomers pay off 80% of the property price 

and pay another 20% after the house is 
completed they will get an 8% discount; 
if they choose monthly repayments which 
require them to pay 10% of the property 
price monthly for eight months and leave 
the remaining 20% until the house is 
completed they will get a 6% discount. If 
buyers choose loan amortization which 
requires them to pay down 30% of the 
property price (they can pay this 30% 
down payment in five months time) they 
will get a 3% discount, and they can pay 
the remaining amount from 1 year to 15 
years with a 1% monthly interest rate. 

 The Mekong Royal’s phase one and 
two projects are not the last. They 
already have plans to develop more prop-
erty projects that will target lower class 
to higher class customers including con-
dominiums, according to Rady. “…We have 
already bought many huge lands and we 
will develop more projects, but we can’t 
release the plans now.” 

 CEO of Century21 VTrust, Chrek Sok-
nim said he believes The Mekong Royal’s 
great location is a major factor behind 
its success as many people are moving 
there to escape the capital’s bustle. “Apart 
from condos, residential property devel-
opment has been successful in the quiet 
area sandwiched between the Tonle and 
Mekong rivers,” he said, Phnom Penh Post 
reported 

THE MEKONG ROYAL OPENS 
2ND PLAN WITH 70% OF 

FIRST PROJECT SOLD
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condo / investment for them.” Griffiths 
said. 

 Cambodian condo’s have gained a 
certain popularity with some Asia-Pacific 
investors and the appetite for investing in 
Cambodia remains strong.  However, this 
popularity must be viewed in perspective.  
The number of condo’s and condo trans-
actions per year in Cambodia is a fraction 
of neighbouring countries such as Viet-
nam, Thailand, Malaysia or Singapore.

 CBRE Cambodia expects there to be 
over 11,000 existing condominium units 
in Phnom Penh by 2018 with that number 
likely to grow.  “Triple this number are 
transacted in Bangkok each year which 
demonstrates the comparatively small 
nature of the Cambodian market, but 
there is plenty of room to grow and that 
is what we are seeing,” said Griffiths 

SINGAPOREANS SHOW 
APPETITE FOR CONDO 
PROJECT

CBRE Cambodia is part of a global 
network of 372 CBRE offices in 
44 countries which support one 

another with research, data and inves-
tors.  However the specific collaboration 
between CBRE Singapore and CBRE 
Cambodia on the ‘AXIS Residence’ devel-
opment is a testament to the changing 
nature and growing significance of the 
Cambodian real estate market in Singa-
pore and across the Asia-Pacific Region. 

 On the 11-12 April, CBRE Cambodia 
was in Singapore to launch the 'Axis Res-
idence'; a Cambodian prime residential 
project located in the Northbridge area 
of Phnom Penh.  The successful launch 
event saw over 100 registered buyers 
attend who were purchasing condos from 
the morning into the evening.  

 Simon Griffiths, Associate Director 
of CBRE Cambodia said, “International 
investors continue to show their appetite 

for investing in Cambodia as foreign own-
ership laws, low comparable tax rates 
and robust continued growth all provide 
persuasive reasons for those looking for 
investments in growth markets”. 

 The General Manager for the devel-
oper of AXIS Residence Edwin Low said, 
“The fact that over 60 percent of the 
project is pre-booked before the public 
launch is testament to the maturing local 
market and growing demand for quality 
condominium projects. In fact, savvy 
investors from Taiwan, Korea, Malaysia, 
and Singapore started looking out for 
quality and pre-booked units at Axis Resi-
dences ahead of the public launch”.

 Condo’s were sold to a diverse range 
of investors of both local and foreign-
ers, reinforcing Singapore’s position as a 
leading source of international real estate 
investment.

 Griffiths added, “Sales in Singapore 

were healthy so we are pleased.  We are 
seeing the majority of first movers com-
ing from mainly wealthier Asian nations 
such as Japan, Taiwan, and Singapore.  

 CBRE Realty Associates in Singapore 
has circa 500 licensed sales agents.  This 
demonstrates the dynamism and size of 
the Singaporean residential real estate 
market.  By working with CBRE Singa-
pore, CBRE Cambodia is leveraging their 
regional network to tap into this valuable 
market to bring increased investment to 
the Kingdom of Cambodia.

 “There is a lot of potential in Singa-
pore.  Cambodia as a country is benefit-
ing from increased exposure in the press, 
but there is still work to be done.  Many 
investors are cautious and still asking 
simple questions such as, ‘Is it safe?’, ‘Is 
there WiFi?’, so the sales process is about 
educating overseas investors about Cam-
bodia first and then introducing the right 

By Simon Griffiths
Senior Manager of CBRE 
Cambodia Office
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Amazing Productivity with 20% Saving in Fuel 

Construction and Top-Class Cost Performance

Work Volume*

8% Increase in work volume using the 

same amount of fuel. (H-Mode)

Fuel Consumption*

20% Improvement in fuel efficiency when 
performing more work volume (S-Mode)

Bucket Capacity:

0.8 - 1.3m3  ISO heaped

Engine Power:

118kW/2,000 min-1 (ISO 14396)

21,000 kg - SK200
Operating Weight:

Hydraulic Excavators from Japan

The Roller No. 1 in Asia 
SAKAI R

The innovatively designed SV520 is applicable to medium to large soil compaction job.
The SV520 includes new roller features and optimizes the profitability through efficiency 

Proven Compaction Performance 
Roller compaction force reaches target density in less number 
of roller passes.
Provide higher centrifugal force and amplitude.
Achieve uniform compaction throughout lift thickness 

Low Operating Costs
Sakai's new Eco mode - reduces fuel consumption up to 20% 
while maintain forceful performance.
Quality and durable components such as hydraulics, drum, 
center-pin hitch provides less maintenance.

Free one year
Warranty and Preventive
Maintenance Service

PTS Group (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
#139, Russian Federation Blvd, Phum Prey Tea, 

Sangkat Chom Chao, Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Tel: (855-23) 866 628 / 866 638/60 999 088     www.ptsgroupcambodia.com
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EVENT CALENDAr | CAMBODIA

4th CAMBODIA CONSTRUCTORS 
ASSOCIATION SUMMIT &
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

03-05 December 2015, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
EXPOCAMBODIA

CONSTRUCTION SUMMIT & 2015                     EXPO
Event name : CAMBODIA CONSTRuCTORS ASSOCIATION SuMMIT & CONSTRuCTION INDuSTRy EXPO
Start date : December 03, 2015   End date  : December 05, 2015
Location  : Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention organizer : Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA)
     Center     
Details : The 4th Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Construction Industry Expo is scheduled for December 

3-5, 2015 at the Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention Center and will bring together professionals from 
the construction industry as well as government officials. 

  The expo will feature some 280 booths and showcase a wide range of materials and services from building 
materials and decoration to mechanical and electrical (M&E) equipment and technology to plumbing and 
water supply systems, machinery, and mechanical and steel forms. Several property development projects 
will be represented as well as information provided on services related to the construction and property sec-
tors, including from real estate agencies, banks and insurers.

  Exhibiting at the trade fair can bring real benefits to firms, and CCA encourages material producers and deal-
ers, M&E material and technology suppliers, water and plumbing suppliers, property developers, real estate 
agencies, banks and financial institutions, architectural and interior design consultancies, insurance firms and 
other related businesses to sign up for booths. It will be an opportunity to  meet others in the sector as well 
as make contacts with new customers.

  Organizers predict this first Cambodian flagship building expo will attract hundreds of thousands of local and 
international visitors and exhibitors looking for information on the sector or seeking new business opportuni-
ties.

Event name : CAMBODIA INTERNATIONAL BuILDING CONSTRuCTION INDuSTRy SHOW
Start date : September 10, 2015   End date  : September 12, 2015 
Location  : Phnom Penh, Cambodia   organizer : Cambuild
Details   : AMB Events is the biggest international trade shows organizer in Cambodia. The Group prides itself in delivering
     real benefits and results to all our exhibitors, visitors and delegates across Asia's emerging markets including
       Malaysia, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar.  

Event name	 :	CAMBODIA	PROPERY	EXPO	2015 
Start date : September 10, 2015   End date  : September 12, 201
Location  : Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention 
     Center     organizer : Cambuild
Details   : AMB Events is the biggest international trade shows organizer in Cambodia. The Group prides itself in delivering
     real benefits and results to all our exhibitors, visitors and delegates across Asia's emerging markets including
       Malaysia, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar. 

Event name : CIVAR' 15
Start date : September 10, 2015   End date  : September 12, 201
Location  : Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention 
     Center     organizer : Cambuild
Details   : AMB Events is the biggest international trade shows organizer in Cambodia. The Group prides itself in delivering
     real benefits and results to all our exhibitors, visitors and delegates across Asia's emerging markets including
       Malaysia, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar. 

Event name : CAMENERCy' 15
Start date : September 10, 2015   End date  : September 12, 201
Location  : Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention 
     Center     organizer : Cambuild
Details   : AMB Events is the biggest international trade shows organizer in Cambodia. The Group prides itself in delivering
     real benefits and results to all our exhibitors, visitors and delegates across Asia's emerging markets including
       Malaysia, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar. 
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Event name : ILED Lighting Products & Technology  in 2015 in Thailand 
Start date : May 21, 2015    End date  : May 24, 2015
Location  : Hall 2-4, Impact Exhibition & Convention Center, Thailand organizer : IMPACT exhibition management Co., Ltd
Details   : The show will be hosted by The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) along with IMPACT Exhibition
		 	 	 		Management	Co.,	Ltd.	and	MEX	Exhibitions	Pvt.	Ltd., will	congregate	more	than	350	exhibitors	in	over	15,000
	 	 	 		sqm	of	exhibit	space. LED	Expo	Thailand	2015	will	showcase	innumerable	products	on	display	ranging	from
     LED raw materials and components to manufacturing equipment and displays. LED decorative lighting is a 
     new exhibit category that is being introduced at the show.

Event name : The Big 5 Construct Indonasia 
Start date : May 07, 2015    End date  : May 09, 2015
Location  :  JAKARTA INTERNATIONAL EXPO, Indonesia organizer : 
Details   : The Big 5 Construct Indonesia provides an unique opportunity for every visitor to meet, network, negotiate and con 
     duct business with thousands of construction professionals in one place, at one time.

Event name : Pool & Spa Trade Show 
Start date : May 20, 2015    End date  : May 21, 2015
Location  : Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Marina organizer : GL Events and Interpoint Events
    Bay Sands, Singapore
Details		 	 :	Piscine	SPLASH!	Asia is	the	result	of	the	association	of	two	reputed	pool	and	spa	show	organizers	sharing	the	same		
	 	 	 		strategy:	offering	the	international	pool	and spa	industry the	opportunity	to	develop	export	markets	and	building		
     strong connections with international big players and buyers.

Event name : Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition
Start date : Jun 09, 2015    End date  : Jun 12, 2015
Location  : China     organizer : Messe Frankfurt Hong Kong
Details		 	 :	It	is	time	to	gear	up	for	the	20th anniversary	to	be	held	from	9	–	12	June	2015	at	the China Import	and	Export	Fair		
     Complex in Guangzhou. This must-attend pivotal event for lighting industry experts will occupy 21 halls and span  
     225,000 sqm of exhibition space.

Event name : AVL+M Thailand 2015
Start date : Jun 22, 2015    End date  : Jun 24, 2015
Location  : IMPACT Arena, Exhibition and  organizer : IMPACT Exhibition Management Co., Ltd
     Convention Centre, Thailand
Details   : Thailand International Exhibition on Pro Audio, Visual & Lighting + Music, Taking up over 5,000 sq meters of exhi 
     bition space and serves as your most cost effective marketing platform to reach out and showcase your innovations,  
     technologies, products and services to the entire spectrum of trade buyers and users from the professional audio,  
     visual & lighting and music industry and market.

Event name : ARCHIDEX 2015
Start date : Aug 12, 2015    End date  : Aug 15, 2015
Location  : Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Malaysia organizer : C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd
Details   : ARCHIDEX – the famous acronym for the International Architecture, Interior Design & Building and touted as  
     Southeast Asia’s leading multi-national exhibition and networking event in the industry’s trade calendar. It has  
     also earned itself a pivotal position as a leading gathering among the region’s fraternity of architects, urban plan 
     ners, interior designers, developers, academicians, students and other related industry professionals.

Event name : Build Eco Xpo (BEX) Asia
Start date : Sep 02, 2015    End date  : Sep 04, 2015
Location	 	 :	Halls	A	-	B,	Marina	Bay	Sands	Expo	& 		 organizer : 
    Convention Centre, Singapore 
Details		 	 :	Build	Eco	Xpo	(BEX)	Asia is	the	global	business	sourcing,	networking	and	knowledge-sharing	platform	for	the sus	
     tainable built environment in Southeast Asia. The event draws together international brands of green building  
     technologies and advancements, to the heart of the region’s community of architects, building owners, contractors,  
     consultants, developers, facility managers and energy managers, for business opportunities and experiential engagement.

Event name : IFSEC Southeast Asia 2015
Start date : Sep 02, 2015    End date  : Sep 04, 2015
Location  : Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Malaysia organizer : uBM Malaysia 
Details		 	 :	IFSEC	2015	event	will	focus	specifically	on	leading	global technology,	solutions,	knowledge and	the	latest	innova	
     tions. And we are introducing Safe Cities. Covering six key areas of: CNI, transport, business continuity, utilities, big
		 	 	 		data	analysis,	command	and	control,	and	emergency	planning,	Read	up	on	Safe	Cities	- IFSECGlobal.com –			
	 	 	 		Connecting	the Security and	Fire	communities.

Event name : Solar Asia expo 2015
Start date : Sep 09, 2015    End date  : Sep 11, 2015
Location  : PWTC Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  organizer : uBM Malaysia 
Details   : Solar Asia Expo 2015 will showcases latest solar technologies and innovations and is the place to source and forge  
     rewarding business partnership while networking with industry professionals and experts from various building  
     and construction related sectors.

Event name : Construction Indonesia 2015
Start date : Sep 09, 2015    End date  : Sep 12, 2015
Location  : Jakarta International Expo, Indonesia  organizer : PT Pamerindo Indonesia 
Details		 	 :	Construction	Indonesia	2015 now	in	its	18th	edition	is	Indonesia’s	largest	and	most	popular	construction	exhi	
	 	 	 		bition,	held	at	Jakarta	International	Expo.	With	huge investments ongoing	in	the	region	Construction	Indonesia		
     provides the perfect platform for industry professionals and key players from the global construction industry to  
	 	 	 		network	and	showcase	their	latest	products	and services under	one	roof.

Event name : Greenbuild Asia 2015
Start date : Sep 09, 2015    End date  : Sep 11, 2015
Location  : PWTC Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  organizer : uBM Malaysia
Details   : Greenbuild Asia is a unique platform that brings together stakeholders and industry professionals who pool their  
     knowledge and experience. They also develop policies that promote green agendas and ensure that the construc 
     tion and built environment activities are conducted in ways that protect and preserve the environment.

Event name : Secutech Vietnam
Start date : Aug 18, 2015    End date  : Aug 20, 2015
Location  : Saigon Exhibition & Convention Center organizer : Messe Frankfurt New Era Business Media Ltd
    (SECC), Ho Chi Minh City
Details		 	 :	Going	onto	the	8th	year,	Secutech	Vietnam	continues	to	be	the No.1 choice	for	manufacturers	&	distributors	of		
     security and safety products from local and around the world to connect and explore new business opportunities  
     in Vietnam.

Event name : BuildTech yangon 
Start date : May 27, 2015    End date  : May 29, 2015
Location  :  Myanmar Convention Centre (MCC)  organizer : Sphere Exhibits Pte Ltd
Details : Now in its second edition, BuildTech yangon is fast becoming the most preferred trade event in Myanmar serving 

the building and construction development industry with a focus on infrastructure, residential and commercial 
buildings, transportation, manufacturing and trading. This premier trade show promises ample opportunities during 
three brisk days of networking and knowledge-based sharing whilst establishing new business relationships and 
strengthening current ones.

EVENT CALENDAr | ASIA
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[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.ocic.com.kh

 
LYCHHUoNG CoNSTrUCTIoN
& IMPorT EXPorT Co., LTD.    

[a]: #21, St. 334⊥57, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 220 525
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 788
[e]: ..................................... info@LCC.com.kh
[w]: ......................................www.LCC.com.kh

MUHIBBAH   ENGINEErING    
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD.

[a]:#175, St. 339, 12151, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 884 093
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 366 888
[e]: .................. kh.mec@muhibbah.com.kh
[w]: ............................... www.muhibbah.com

MoNG rETHTHY GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]:#152S, St. 41, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 065
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 216 496
[e]: ..............mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: ..........................www.mongreththy.com

CHIP MoNG GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]:#137B, St. 245, 12304, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..............................(855-23) 218 060/61
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 210 155
[e]: ................... info@chipmonggroup.com
[w]: ....................www.chipmonggroup.com

KHUN SEA 
DEVELoPMENT GroUP

[a]:#217, St.369, 12355, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[e]: .............................khun_22@yahoo.com

7FTD CO., LTD

7 f T D Co., LTD 

[a]:#124, St. 3, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t] ..................................... (855-23) 996 876
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 996 876
[e]: ..................................sales@7ftd.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.7ftd.com.kh

[a]: #129-131, St. 217, 12160, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 882 733
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

CAMPU LoNPAC 
INSUrANCE PLC.

[a]: No23, St. 114, Campu Bank Building, 
7th Floor, 12209, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 966 966  
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 986 273              
[e]: ....... enquiries@campulonpac.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.campulonpac.com.kh

BLUE HILL ENGINEErING 
SErVISE Co., LTD.

[a]: No88, Road 338, 12308, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 487 362
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 435             
[e]: .................. owen.sunfenix@gmail.com
[w]: ................................. www.midea.com.ch

 

CAMCoNA GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]: No 20, St. 554, 12151 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 884 480 
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 222 030             
[e]: .............................camcona@yahoo.com
[w]: ......................www.camconagroup.com

[a]: No426, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh                     
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 219 646 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 219 646             
[e]: ........................... info@dathoatc.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.dathoatc.com.cn

MULTICo MS 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]:  No168, National Road 6A, 12110, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 432 130 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 432 130             
[e]: ......................... multicoms.cs@live.com
[w]: ..................www.multicorporation.com

[a]: No22, Mao Tse Toung Blvd. (St. 245),
Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................(855-23) 218 995-7
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 218 339
[e]: ...................... hengasiahp@yahoo.com
[w]: .................................www.hengasia.com 

 JoTUN CAMBoDIA 
 LIMITED

[a]: No113, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 218 751
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 218 751
[e]: ........................sovath.teng@jotun.com
[w]: ........................................www.jotun.com

T-ro CoNSTrUCTIoN
Co., LTD.

 
[a]: No281, St. Preysar, 12400, Phnom Penh
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-17) 999 007 
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 236 555             
[e]: .................... info@troconstruction.com
[w]: .....................www.troconstruction.com

 SUN HoUr GroUP

[a]: No427, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 218 508 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 988             
[e]: .............................info@sunhour.com.kh
[w]: ................................... www.sunhour.com

L.B.L INTErNATIoNAL 
 

[a]: No34, St. 3, 12207, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23)  722 532 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 214 272            
[e]: ........lbl.international@lbl-group.com
[w]: .................................www.lbl-group.com

  ADVANCED 
                              TECHNICAL 
                              SUPPLIES Co., LTD

[a]: No 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

ETS
ENGINEErING TECHNICAL 
SErVICE Co., LTD.

[a]:....No 96, St. 247, 12160 Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 883 477 
[m]:..... . .(855-16) 928 929 / 12 909 098             
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@etscambo.com
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.etscambo.com

     UNITED MErCUrY GroUP

[a]: No 48, National Road No 4, 12405, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 729 217 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 729 219             
[e]: ...................................umg@umg.com.kh
[w]: ....................................www.umg.com.kh.

BorEY rIVEr ToWN

[a]: National Road No 6A, 12110, 
Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-95) 888 890 
[m]: ............................... (855-97) 566 3 333             
[e]: .................... info@boreyrivertown.com
[w]: .....................www.boreyrivertown.com 

HSC Co., LTD.
[a]: No 37ABCD, Russian Blvd. (St. 110), 
12305, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................(855-23) 218 472/ 885 027 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ...................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.hsc.com.kh

 

             
AAP GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]: No A11-A13, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-17) 666 889
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 996 238
[e]: .................business@aapgroup.com.kh 
[w]: .........................  www.aapgroup.com.kh 

[a]: No 15-1, Jalan 9/23E, Taman Danau 
Kota, Setapak, 53300, Kuala Lumpur, 
West Malaysia.
[m]:..... . . . . .0063 4142 6263/4143 6263 
[f]:.... . . . . . . . . 00603 4143 6870/4142 8260            
[e]: ...... thomas@oceancoolingtower.com 
[w]: ..............www.oceancoolingtower.com

ANGKorTEL 
INVESTMENT Co., LTD.

[a]: Sapino Building 4th Flr., Room4, St. 289, 
12152,  Phnom Penh
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-60) 999 123  
[m]: ................................... (855-60) 999 955              
[e]: ............................... info@angkortel.com
[w]: ................................ www.angkortel.com

TKS GroUP Co., LTD. 

[a]: No7A-9A, St. 93, Corner of Oknha Khleang 
Moeung(St.70), 12201 Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................ (855-97) 9991 999
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 637 755 9 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 888 559              
[e]: ............................kyseshop@yahoo.com

XINCHU TASHEN 
GrEEN TECH Co., LTD.

[a]:No31, St.Northbridge, Sk. Teuk Thla, 
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......................................(855-23) 881 968  
[f]: .......................................(855-23) 881 967
[e]: ..........................info@tashengreen.com
[w]: ...........................www.tashengreen.com

[a]:#8b, Down Town Road #7, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................(855-23) 885 640-6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 651 
[e]: ........................... ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.cominasia.com

SENG  ENTErPrISES Co., LTD. 

[a]:#138, St. 51, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 215 342
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 212 267
[e]: ........admin@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.seng-enterprise.com

MEGA CAMBo CoNSTrU-
CTIoN CoMPANY LIMITEDMEGA CAMBO

Construction Company Ltd.

[a]:Canacity Industry Garden, St. Veng 
Sreng, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 686 0 511
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

  NoVArE DESIGN
  INTErNATIoNAL Ltd

[a]:#445 (Phnom Penh Tower), St. 93 , 
12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 679 0 623 
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 790 623
[e]: ........... cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ........................www.novaredesign.com

SIKA (CAMBoDIA) LTD
R

[a]:# 96, St. 338,  12309, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 222 367
[e]: ..................................sales@kh.sika.com
[w]: ...........................................www.sika.com

HENG ENG KoNG 
CoNSTrUCTIoN Co., LTD.

[a]:#22F-22G, St.598, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[e]: ............ hek.construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ...................www.hekconstruction.com

forTE INSUrANCE  
(CAMBoDIA) PLC.       

[a]:#325, St. 245, 12153, Phnom Penh, Box565
[t]: .......... (855-23) 885 077/ 066 Ext. 217
[f]: ...................(855-23) 986 922/ 882 798
[e]: ......................info@forteinsurance.com
[w]: .......................www.forteinsurance.com

[a]:#431, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 998 609
[m]: .................................. (855-92) 195 754 
[e]: ...................................sale@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net

BrANCH of P.T.S GroUP Co., LTD

[a]: ..#139, Russian Federation Blvd, 12405
[t]: .............. (855-23) 866 628 / 866 638
[f]: ..................................  (855-23) 866 618
[e]:..saleskobe@kobelcocambodia.com
[w]:..... . . . . . . .www.kobelcocambodia.com

VENTUrE (CAMBoDIA) 
PTE LTD

 

[a]: No11, St. 554, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 881 889
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 883 276
[e]: ........................venture@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

 rTD ENTErPrISE PTE LTD.  

[a]: No 30-32, St. 271, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 005 
[m]: ................................... (855-16) 725 550             
[e]: ......................... info@rtdcambodia.com
[w]: ..........................www.rtdcambodia.com

[a]:No 333B, Monivong Blvd., 12257, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-11) 208 888  
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 040
[e]: .................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: ...................................... www.prayut.com 

SMArT-ACoN
TrADING Co.,LTD

[a]: No. 658B, St. 271, S12307, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 812 841
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 950 338  
[e]: .........................meng@smart-acon.com
w]: ...............................www.smart-acon.com

CAMBoDIA-VEITNAM 
INSUrANCE PLC.

[a]:No99, Norodom Blvd,  12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 000
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 215 505  
[e]: ....................................... info@cvi.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.cvi.com.kh  

TAING CHENG oING 
CoNSTrUCTIoN Co.,LTD

[a]: No9, St.337,  12151, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 881 238
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-12) 887 882
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .chengoing@yahoo.com 

PEB STEEL BUILDING 
Co., LTD

[a]: NoJ-06,Jade, 12306, Phnom Penh 
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 67 88 679
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-16) 851 828
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .thi@pebsteel.com.vn
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.pebsteel.com.kh

roBErT BoSCH
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]: unit 4B,Premier Office Centre, No 184 
Munireth Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 966 660
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 966 660
[e]: ....................andre.dejong@bosch.com
[w]: .................................www.bosch.com.kh

3 ECo CITY 
CoNSTrUCTIoN

[a]: No166 St. 122, 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 995 678
[m]: .............................. (855-96) 3 671 968
[e]: ................................. info@3ecocity.com
[w]: .................................. www.3ecocity.com

ENVoTECH Co., LTD.

[a]: No249-253H, National Road No 6A, 
12112, P.O Box 931, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 430 748
[m]: .................................. (855-23) 430 236
[e]: ...............................sarak@envotech.org
[w]: ..................................www.envotech.org

[a]:No126, St. Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 216 556
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 993 392
[e]: .................... info@bonnarealty.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.bonnarealty.com.kh

BITUS CoNSTrUCTIoN 
& DEVELoPMENT 

[a]:  No 4F No 66, Norodom Blvd., 12206, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855 -23) 990 380
[f]: .......................................(855-23) 990 381
[e]: ............................. admin@bitus.com.kh
[w]: ...................................www.bitus.com.kh

TEM TrADING Co., LTD

[a]: No 99A, St. 143, 12304, Phnom Penh
[m]: .............................. (855-23) 63 63 030
[m]: ..............................(855-95) 829 992/3
[e]: ........................sales@tem-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.tem-trading.com

INoVAr (CAMBoDIA) PTE LTD.
[a]: No.149 Aeo, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., 
SK. Toul Svay Prey, Kh. Chamkamorn, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 222 336
[f]: .................................... (855-17) 391 188
[e]: .......................francis@inovarfloor.com
[w]: .............................www.inovarfloor.com

KoNG NUoN GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]: No.220, Road 182, 12153, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 880 281
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 880 525
[e]: ............. bunnathpha@kongnuon.com
[w]: .............................. www.kongnuon.com

KHMEr GALA DÉCor Co.,LTD  
[a]: No.17 AE1, St. 306, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 977 017
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 978 018
[e]: .................. info@khmergaladecor.com
[w]: ...................www.khmergaladecor.com

GrEEN LAKE Co.,LTD
[a]: No.189, Road Samdech Chea Sim, 
Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-78) 777 683
[e]: ..............  greenlake_11@hotmail.com

ZAMIL STEEL BUILDINGS 
VIETNAM Co.,LTD

[a]: No17, St.334, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 220 140 
[f]: ..................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ................zscambodia@online.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

VrK CorPorATIoN Co.,LTD

[a]: No55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com

ITALIAN DECor ArT Co., LTD

[a]: No9A , St. 163 , 12253 Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. ( 855-17 ) 601 558
[m]: .................................( 855-16 ) 543 402
[e]: ....................... chhorvorn5@gmail.com
[w]: ...www.italiandecorart.blogspot.com

ANNACAM 
PArTNErS Co., LTD.

[a]: No255 St. 51, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: .........( 855-12 ) 215 240/ 12 833 290  
[e]: ............... info@annacampartners.com
[w]: ................www.annacampartners.com

VANN SoPHY GroUP 
Co., LTD.

[a]: No28Eo St. 173, 12312, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23) 665 65 66  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 999 904
[e]: ......................... gio-police@yahoo.com
[w]: .............www.vannsophylogistics.com

CAMKo PILE & PLUS 
ENTErPrISES Co., LTD.

[a]: No7Eo, St.180, 12211, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 208 888  
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 911 414
[e]: ................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: .................................www.piling.com.kh

SL HI-TECH Co., LTD
[a]: St. 1,  12357,  Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 760 077
[e]: ............................ borey@hitech.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.boreyhitech.com

CAMBoDIAN CHEMICAL 
SUPPLY Co., LTD.

[a]: No1001, St.14B, Phum Sleng Roluong, 
12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657
[e]: ...................soumsambath@ymail.com
[w]: ..............................www.cam-paint.com

ESCorT IMPorT-
EXPorT(CAMBoDIA)Co., LTD

[a]: No 403, Kampuchea Krom Blvd, 
Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................(855-97) 741 118 3
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 689 0788
[e]: .................................info@escort.com.vn
[w]: ................................ www.escort.com.kh

WIKI TrADE CoMPANY LTD.

[a]: No 857, Russian Federation Blvd., Sk. 
Toeuk Thla, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 168
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 786
[e]: ......................... info@wikitrade.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.wikitrade.com.kh

PoSCo ENGINEErING & 
CoNSTrUCTIoN Co., LTD.

[a]: IOC 254, St. Monivong Blvd, 12211, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 982
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 224 544
[e]: .......................... han.ys@poscoenc.com
[w]: ................................www.poscoenc.com

VoN-CHIMIN IMPorT 
EXPorT Co.,LTD

[a]: No41, St. 03, Sk. Teuk Thla, Kh. Sen 
Sok, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. ( 855-77 ) 888 378
[m]: ................................. ( 855-77 ) 998 668
[e]: ........................... info@von-chimin.com
[w]: ............................www.von-chimin.com

Lotus Green Team 
Co.,Ltd

[a]: No126, St. 204, 12158, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23 ) 555 0708
[m]: .................................( 855-12 ) 388 609
[e]: .................. info@lotusengineering.biz
[w]: ...................www.lotusengineering.biz

HANG SUNHAK 
CoNSTrUCTIoN Co.,LTD

[a]: No5B St. 271, Sk. Teuk Thla, Kh. Sen 
Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 880 853
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 850 823
[e]: .....................................info@hsh.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.hsh.com.kh

HoNGKoNG fUJI ELEVATor 
Co.,LTD 

[a]: No10, St.105K, 12406, Phnom Penh
[m]: ... (855-23) 504 1 888/ 11 880 686
[m]: ....... (855-89) 335 453/ 15 6666 82
[e]: ............... kao.vothy@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ........................... www.ngyheng.com.kh

T.A.G SErVICE & 
TrADING Co., LTD.

[a]: No3Eo, St.278, 12302, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 222 682
[e]: ............................ all@triasiagroup.com
[w]: .......................... www.triasiagroup.com

SPorTS ENGINEErING 
AND rECrEATIoN ASIA 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD.

[a]: Camnet build., 4th Flr., No.412, Preah 
Norodom Blvd., 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................. (855-23) 211 614/211 615
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 617
[e]: .............................info@searaspots.com
[w]: ............................www.searasports.com

C.MELCHErS GMBH & 
Co.KG(CAMBoDIA).

[a]: S.I. Build., 3rd Flr., No.93, Preah 
Sihanouk Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 6 314 174
[m]: .................................. (855-89) 333 613 
[e]: ..............pfaettisch@melchers.com.hk
[w]: .......................... www.melchers.com.kh

BrANCH of SINoHYDro 
CorPorATIoN LIMITED.

[a]: 27th Flr., Canadia Tower, No. 315, Ang 
Duong, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 666 966 6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 959 696
[e]: ....................... kimsovan@hotmail.com
[w]: ...............................www.sinohydro.com

SoIL TESTING LABorA-
TorY Co., LTD

[a]: No368 St. Betong, Phum Trapaing 
Chhouk, 12102, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................( 855-16) 834 034  
[m]: ................................. ( 855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.stl-cam.com.kh

TAIWAN KAMHWA 
CrUSHING INTErNA-
TIoNAL Co., LTD

[a]: NR.#4, Kranglorhong Village, Mohasang 
Commune, Phnomsruoch District, Kg. 
Speu Province.
[t]: ..................................( 855-23) 555 1002
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 816 720
[e]: ...................................... li@kamhwa.com
[w]: ..................................www.kamhwa.com

HENG NGUoN Co., LTD.

[a]: No6-7, St. 614, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 593  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 953
[e]: .................. heng_nguon9@yahoo.com
[w]: ............................www.hengnguon.com

GooD ToP MACHINErY 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]: No525, NR. #4, 12405 Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 558 337  
[m]: .............................. ( 855-88) 362 4 727
[e]: ................. beauvoirtheng@gmail.com

B SCIENTIfIC 
INSTrUMENT Co., LTD

[a]: No23, St. 111K, 12406 Phnom Penh 
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 750 678
[e]: ..................................... info@bsi-kh.com
[w]: ......................................www.bsi-kh.com

GES CAMBoDIAN
Co., LTD.

[a]: No942, St. 128, 12156 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 988 823
[e]: ............. seihavin@gescambodan.com
[w]: ......................www.gescambodian.com

MENG LENG EAV Co., LTD

[a]: No123A-121D, Mao Tse Toung Blvd 
(245), 50m from Chinese Embassy, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 993 142
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 215 514
[e]: .......menglengeav@mle-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.mle-trading.com 

DHINIMEX Co., LTD
[a]: No245, St. Tep Phorn, 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 997 725 
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 993 942
[e]: ............................... info@dhinimex.com
[w]: ................................www.dhinimex.com

S-CooL Co.,LTD

[a]: #901,Kampuchea Krom (St128), 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: ............................... ( 855-88 )  4444 978              
[e]: ............dararith.saing@scoolfilm.com

SoMA CoNSTrUCTIoN &   
DEVELoPMENT Co., LTD.

[a]: No. 2C, Vivadhapura (St. 120), Soma Tower, 
6th Floor, 12209 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 227 989         
[f]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 227 979 
[e]: ................................. info@smcd.com.kh 
[w]: ........www.smcd-construction.com.kh  

WUErTH 
(CAMBoDIA) LTD.  

[a]: No. 164, St. 598, Sk. Phnom Penh Thmey,
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, 
[t]: ..........................  ( 855- 23 ) 23 885 171
[f]: ........................... ( 855- 23 ) 23 880 697          
[e]: ............................  info@wuerth.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.wuerth.com.kh
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MY WINDoWS E & C Co.,LTD
[a]: 132, St 271, 12160, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ..............................  ( 855- 23 ) 666 9996          
[e]: .............................  info@mywindow.biz 
[w]: ................................www.mywindow.biz  

BISHo INTErNATIoNAL 
ENGINEErING Co.,LTD

[a]: #113, (Parkway Square) 2nd floor, unit 
2FJ1, Moa TSe Toung,  12308 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ............................... ( 855- 93 ) 932 999
[t]: ..............................  ( 855- 23 ) 639 3996            
[e]: ...................... bishocambo@gmail.com 

INfINITY GENErAL 
INSUrANCE PLC.

[a]: #126, Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 999 888
[f]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 999 123            
[e]: ........................ ratana@infinity.com.kh 
[w]: ...............................www.infinity.com.kh

J C M NIPPoN PrIVATE LTD
[a]: ........#51, St.271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 211 854 
[f]: ................................. ( 855-23 )  214 067            
[e]: .......... kimseng.thai@jcmnippon.com 
[w]: ............................. www.jcmnippon.com

ProPErTY MANAGEMENT 
GroUP Co.,LTD

[a]: ....... #65, St.111, 12258, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 210 125 
[f]: ................................. ( 855-66 )  669 397             
[e]: ................................... info@pmgkh.com 
[w]: ...................... www.mekongonline.asia

rINCo TrADING Co.,LTD
[a]: ..# I-20, St.Lum, 12406, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ...................................( 855-12 ) 791 555               
[e]: .......................  sotharin@rinco-kh.com 

SoKUN WINDoWS
[a] No. 1404, St. 1992, 12101 Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................( 855-97 ) 5475 599              
[e]: .................... info@sokunwindows.com  
[w]: .....................www.sokunwindows.com

PCG Co-oPErATIoN Co., LTD
[a] No. 315 Str.110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................( 855-17)  453 992
[f]: ............................................ 662 717-0032                            
[e]: ............................heludom@yahoo.com  
[w]: ...................................www.pcgco-o.com

LILICo STEEL Co.,LTD
[a] No. 444, Blvd:271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................( 855-23) 67 900 79 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23) 98 78 00                            
[e]: ........................ lilicogroup@yahoo.com  
[w]: .............................www.lilicogroup.com

DYNAMIC SCIENTIfIC Co.,LTD.
[a] No. 432, Monivong Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 726 018 
[f]: ................................... ( 855-23) 726 016                            
[e]: ......................pharm@dynamic.com.kh  
[w]: ............................www.dynamic.com.kh

KANG HWA E & C 
( CAMBoDIA ) Co.,LTD.

[a] No. 25 Eo, St. 466, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 991 600                             
[e]: .........................info@kanghwaenc.com  
[w]: ......................... www.kanghwaenc.com

Construction, Architect,
Design, Consultant and 

Construction Management

Listing
7NG GroUP Co., LTD.
[a]: No124, Sothearos, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 380 830
[f]: .................................. (855-23) 555 1334
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

AAP GroUP
[a]: NoA11-A13,  St. 271, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 176
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 238 
[e]: ................business@aapgroup.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.aapgroup.com.kh

Advance Construction (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]:  No 7, St. 504, 12307, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 920
[e]: ........ james@advance-cambodia.com
[e]: ..............www.advance-cambodia.com

A-BEC ENTErPrISES Co., LTD.
[a]:  No1C, St. 167, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 994 794
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 404
[e]: ............................. a-bec@camintel.com
[w]: ..........................................www.a-bec.biz

ADVANCING ENGINEErING CoNSULTANTS LTD. 
[a]: No23, St. 294, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 330
[e]: .............................info@aeconsults.com
[w]: ............................. www.aeconsults.com

ALMIX ASIA/ASPHALT 
EQUIPMENT PTE., LTD.

[a]: 2 Leng Kee Road, #02-01, Singapore.
[t]: ................................(855-65) 6473 5277  
[f]: ................................(855-65) 6473 5597              
[e]: ....................... rolan@almixasia.com.sg
[w]: ...........................www.almixasia.com.sg

Alpha Property Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: No37E, Lovieem St. 282, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 371
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 373
[e]: ................... alpha.builder@yahoo.com
[w]: ................................ www.alphaapc.com 

Angkor Engineering & Architecture
[a]: No23, St.112, KT Tower, 4th Flr., Room 
402, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 455 5668
[m]: ................................. (855-88) 999 9446
[e]: ..........................aea_decor@yahoo.com
[w]: .....................................www.aea-kh.com

ANGKorTEL 
INVESTMENT Co., LTD.

[a]: Sapino Building 4th Flr., Room4, St. 289, 
12152,  Phnom Penh
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-60) 999 123  
[m]: ...................................(855-60) 999 955              
[e]: ............................... info@angkortel.com
[w]: ................................www.angkortel.com

Asia Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: No110, St. 148, 12200, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 630 3 536
[m] ................. (855-12) 202 001/ 851 756
[e]: ........... info@asiaengineering-kh.com
[w]: ............www.asiaengineering-kh.com

Aruna Technology Ltd.
[a]: No417Eo, Sisovath Quay, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 231
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 234
[e]: .... info.aruna@arunatechnology.com
[w]: ................. www.arunatechnology.com 

ADVANCED TECHNICAL 
SUPPLIES Co., LTD

[a]: No 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

Biz & Trust Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No20B, St.288, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 666 6 208
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 185
[e]: ................................. info@biz-trust.com
[w]: ..................................www.biz-trust.com

BITUS CoNSTrUCTIoN 
& DEVELoPMENT 

[a]:  No 4F No 66, Norodom Blvd., 12206, 
Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855 -23) 990 380
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 381
[e]: ............................. admin@bitus.com.kh
[w]: ...................................www.bitus.com.kh

BKE - British Khmer Engineering Lte.
[a]: No13, Kh. Russey Keo, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 814
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 987 217
[e]: ...............................BKE@online.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.bke.com.kh 

BrANCH of SINoHYDro 
CorPorATIoN LIMITED.

[a]: 27th Flr., Canadia Tower, No. 315, Ang 
Duong, 12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 666 966 6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 959 696
[e]: ....................... kimsovan@hotmail.com
[w]: ...............................www.sinohydro.com
Blue Hill Engineering Service Co., Ltd. 
[a]: No 88, St. 338, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 727 185 
[m]: ....................................(855-93) 212 435             
[e]: ..................owen.sunfenix@gmail.com

Borey Kamkor Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: Snoul Village, Chbar Morn City, Kg. Speu
[t]: ......................................(855-25) 987 228
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 969 596
[e]: ...................sokchea_79@hotmail.com

Cade Group Cambodia Company Ltd.
[a]: No27, St.5BT, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[e]: .......................cade_group@yahoo.com

Camatec Engineering & Construction
[a]: No539Eo, St.128, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 311
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 511
[e]: ........................... info@camatec.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.camatec.com.kh 

CamboBuild Construction Chemical Co., Ltd.
[a]: No31B, St.271, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 868
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 858
[e]: ...................general@cambobuild.com
[w]: ...........................www.cambobuild.com

Cam E.S Co., Ltd.
[a]: No20, St. 606, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 704 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 986 576
[e]: ....................tiveasuon@cames.com.kh
[w]: ................................www.cames.com.kh 

Camcal Co., Ltd.

[a]: No78, St.360, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 499
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 488 
[e]: ......................kkanzaki@online.com.kh

 

CAMCoNA GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]: No 20, St. 554, 12151 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 884 480 
[m]: ...................................(855-12) 222 030             
[e]: .............................camcona@yahoo.com
[w]: ......................www.camconagroup.com

Canrich Machinery
[a]: No105, NR 6, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 633 7088
[e]: ........ canrich_machinery@yahoo.com

Cemp Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: No9C, St. Lum, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 718
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 969 717
[e]: ............. info@cemp-engineering.com
[w]: ..............www.cemp-engineering.com 

[a]:#8b, Down Town Road #7, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................(855-23) 885 640-6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 651 
[e]: ........................... ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.cominasia.com

CGN Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: NoVilla 12, St.426, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 950 1111
[m]: ....................................(855-13) 434 343
[e]: ....................... cgngroup@hotmail.com
[w]: ........................www.cgncambodia.com

CSA - Chea Sakal Aphivath Co., Ltd.
[a]: No70Eo, St.336, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 524 748
[e]: ................... cheasakal.csa@gmail.com

Daiho Corporation
[a]: No64ZA, St.360, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]:. .....................................(855-23) 219 205
[f]:.. ....................................(855-23) 219 216
[e]: ........................sdanakas@hotmail.com
[w]: ...................................... www.daiho.co.jp

Daun Penh Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: No27DEF, St.93, 12207 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 427 788
[e]: .................... dpcgroup@online.com.kh
[w]: ................................... www.dpcc.com.kh

David Construction & Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: No676, St.59, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 838 814
[e]: ................ virakbothhuon@yahoo.com

DEG - Dynamic E Group Ltd.
[a]: No18ABC, St.110, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 299
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 299
[e]: .......................... info@degsolution.com
[w]: ..................................... www.deg.com.kh

DBD Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: NoC45, St.369, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 986 644 
[e]: .......... services@dbdengineering.com
[w]: ...................www.dbdengineering.com

DNG Group
[a]: No15B, St. 105 & 198, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 481
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 482
[e]: .........................dng11111@yahoo.com

Double Decor
[a]: No7C, St.289, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 638 8 768
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 688 768
[e]: ............................dd_indes@yahoo.com
[w]: ........................ www.double-decor.com

DP - Decor Plaza Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: No148Eo, St.245, 12311 Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 213 121
[f]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 213 221
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .choub_chean@yahoo.com

Duong Heng Enterprise Construction 
[a]: No92, St.110,  12156 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 846 551
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 320 888

DYNAMIC SCIENTIfIC Co.,LTD.

[a] No. 432, Monivong Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 726 018 
[f]: ................................... ( 855-23) 726 016                            
[e]: ......................pharm@dynamic.com.kh  
[w]: ............................www.dynamic.com.kh

EM Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: No85, St.344, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 888
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 969 666 
[e]: ....................................info@emc.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.emc.com.kh

Eng Kaing Development Corporation
[a]: No223, St.182, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 360
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 561 168

Enigeering Materials 
Trading Co., Ltd.

[a]: No.68, St. 598,  Sk. Phnom Penh 
Thmey, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 51 44 888
[e]: .................... sales@emtcambodia.com
[w]: ....................... www.emtcambodia.com

NIKKAM CoNSTrUCTIoN

[a]: No. 35-37, Samdech Pan (St. 214), 
CBM BlD., 1st Floor, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 221 545
[e]: ..........................y.go@triasiagroup.com
[w]: .......................... www.triasiagroup.com

  NoVArE DESIGN
  INTErNATIoNAL Ltd

[a]:#445 (Phnom Penh Tower), St. 93 , 
12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 679 0 623 
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 790 623
[e]: ........... cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ........................www.novaredesign.com

[a]:#431, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 998 609
[m]: .................................. (855-92) 195 754 
[e]: ...................................sale@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net

oVErSEAS CAMBoDIA 
INVESTMENT CorPorATIoN

[a]:#315 Canadia Tower (Floor-12th), 
St. 93⊥110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.ocic.com.kh

ProPErTY MANAGEMENT 
GroUP Co.,LTD

[a]: ....... #65, St.111, 12258, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 210 125 
[f]: ................................  ( 855-66 )  669 397             
[e]: ................................... info@pmgkh.com 
[w]: ...................... www.mekongonline.asia

[a]:No333B, Monivong Blvd,  12257, Phnom Penh
[m]: ...................................(855-11) 20 8888  
[m]: ................................ (855-88) 451 6666
[e]: .................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: ...................................... www.prayut.com

royal Construction Group (Cambodia) 
[a]: NoSolar St.2004, Northbridge 
Communities, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 886 058
[e]: .................... info@northbridge.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.northbridge.com.kh 

Sadiq International Co., Ltd.
[a]: No22A, St.110, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 612
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 460
[e]: ............. info@sadiqinternational.com

Saim International
[a]: No204 St.351, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 633 6786
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 645 7878
[e]: ..................info@saim-decorators.com

SBK research & Development
[a]: No334B, St.182, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-61) 338 888
[e]: ............... sbkresearch@online.com.kh
[w]: ............www.sbkdevelopment.com.kh

Seaboard Cambodian Development 
Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: NoPK16, NR4, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 366 342
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 368 171
[e]: ................... sopanha.soth@yahoo.com

Sea Union Construction Cambodia Co., Ltd.
[a]: No199, St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 995 100
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 424 083
[e]: ................... sea_union@online.com.kh 

SENG  ENTErPrISES Co., LTD. 

[a]: No138, St.51, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 215 342
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 212 267
[e]: ........admin@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.seng-enterprise.com 

Kuy Leang Ky Construction Trading Group
[a]: No. 2Eo, St. 516, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[e]: ............... kuyleangky007@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

L.B.L INTErNATIoNAL 
 

[a]: No34, St. 3, 12207, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23)  722 532 
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 214 272            
[e]: ........lbl.international@lbl-group.com
[w]: .................................www.lbl-group.com

Liv Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: No53, St.125, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 545
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 535
[w]: ...................www.liv-construction.com 

Live Wire Entertainment & Events
[a]: Mao Tse Toung (St. 245), Intercontinental 
Hotel, Regency Complex C, Suite 
33A/168, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 983 796
[e]: .................................info@livere-ent.biz
[w]: ..................................www.livere-ent.biz

LS Construction Pte. Ltd.
[a]: No88, St. Lum, 12406 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 863 333
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 863 335
[e]: ................................... lscpl@online.com
[w]: ............................www.lscambodia.com

 
LYCHHUoNG CoNSTrUCTIoN
& IMPorT EXPorT Co., LTD.    

[a]: #21, St. 334⊥57, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 220 525
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 211 788
[e]: ..................................... info@LCC.com.kh
[w]: ......................................www.LCC.com.kh

Ly Design Engineering (Cambodia) Ltd.
[a]: No16, St. 202, 12153 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 600 765
[e]: ..........................................lydec@lydec.fr
[w]: .............................................www.lydec.fr 

MAXK Dsign Co., Ltd.
[a]: No9-11, Platinum (St.), 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-23) 969 699
[e]: ....................... admin@maxkdsign.com
[w]: .............................www.maxkdsign.com

MEGA CAMBo CoNSTrU-
CTIoN CoMPANY LIMITEDMEGA CAMBO

Construction Company Ltd.

[a]: Canacity Industry Garden, St. Veng 
Sreng, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 686 0 511
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

Meng Hong Ing Builder Co., Ltd.
[a]: No380, St.284, 12312 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 366 342
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 368 171
[e]: ................... sopanha.soth@yahoo.com

MoNG rETHTHY GroUP Co., LTD.

[a]:#152S, St. 41, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 211 065
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 216 496
[e]: ..............mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: ..........................www.mongreththy.com

MUHIBBAH   ENGINEErING    
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD.

[a]:#175, St. 339, 12151, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 884 093
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 366 888
[e]: .................. kh.mec@muhibbah.com.kh
[w]: ...............................www.muhibbah.com

MY WINDoWS E & C 
Co.,LTD

[a]: No. 132, St. 271, 12160, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ..............................  ( 855- 23 ) 666 9996          
[e]: .............................  info@mywindow.biz 
[w]: ................................www.mywindow.biz

[a]:  No 37ABCD, Russian Blvd, 12250, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 218 472 
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ...................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.hsc.com.kh

iLi Consulting Engineers Mekong Ltd.
[a]: No41, St.588, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 284
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 987 907
[e]: .............................mail@ili-consult.com
[w]: .............................. www.ili-consult.com

I Ching Decor 
[a]: No85, Sothearos (St.3), 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 873
[e]: ...........................info@ichingdecor.com
[w]: .........................www.ichingdecore.com

JIT Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: No129-131, Monireth Blvd. (St. 217),  
12160 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 733
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

KACE - Khmer Associates Consulting Engineers 
[a]: No125B, St.204, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1216
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1216
[e]: .......................kaceconsult@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................www.kaceconsult.com

KANG HWA E & C 
( CAMBoDIA ) Co.,LTD.

[a] No. 25 Eo, St. 466, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 991 600                             
[e]: .........................info@kanghwaenc.com  
[w]: ......................... www.kanghwaenc.com

KC Gecin Enterprises
[a]: No500, NR 2, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 360 288
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 618
[e]: ..............................kc_gecin@ymail.com
[w]: ................................. www.kc_gecin.com

KCE - Keurt Construction Enterprise
[a]: No39, St.353, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 446 384
[m]: ........ (855-12) 938 760 / 77 779 880

Khmer Builder Enterprise
[a]: No94D, St.432, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633 
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: ...................... www.khmer-builder.com

KHMEr GALA DÉCor Co.,LTD

[a]: No.17AE1, St.306, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 977 017
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 978 018
[e]: .................. info@khmergaladecor.com
[w]: ...................www.khmergaladecor.com

Khaou Chuly - MKK Co., Ltd
[a]: No0117-0118, St.2004, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 301
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com

KHUN SEA 
DEVELoPMENT GroUP

[a]:#217, St.369, 12355, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[e]: .............................khun_22@yahoo.com

Komnit Design Co., Ltd.
[a]: No. 184, St. 217, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[e]: ............... kuyleangky007@yahoo.com

LILICo STEEL Co.,LTD

[a] No. 444, Blvd:271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................( 855-23) 67 900 79 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23) 98 78 00                            
[e]: ........................ lilicogroup@yahoo.com  
[w]: .............................www.lilicogroup.com

ENVIroNMENTAL 
SANITATIoN 
CAMBoDIA (ESC)

[a]: No. 6B, St. 187, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 084 
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 919 927
[e]: ................... contact@esccambodia.org
[w]: ...........................www.esccambodia.org

ETS
ENGINEErING TECHNICAL 
SErVICE Co., LTD.

[a]:....No 96, St. 247, 12160 Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 883 477 
[m]:..... . .(855-16) 928 929 / 12 909 098             
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@etscambo.com
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.etscambo.com

Expert Plan Decor
[a]: No190, St.336 & 255, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 303 078       
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 965 120
[e]: ............expertplan_decor@ymail.com
[w]: ............... www.iknow.com.kh/epdecor

G Holdings Ccompany Ltd.
[a]: No12, St.392, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 214 421
[f]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 214 421
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@g-holdings.com.kh
[w]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.g-holdings.com.kh

GrEEN LAKE Co.,LTDD

[a]: No.189, Road Samdech Chea Sim, 
Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......(855-78) 777 683/ 76 5555 456
[e]: ..............  greenlake_11@hotmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

GroUP foUr
[a]: No28, St.528, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6300 081
[m]: .................................. (855-88) 8550005
[e]: ...................... group4@consultant.com
[w]: ..........................www.g4cambodia.com

GS Engineering & Construction
[a]: No132, St. 3, IFC Bld.,  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 016
[f]: .................... (855-23) 216 113 Ext. 521

Guang Hong Iron Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No. 118-120Eo, Mao Tse Toung (St. 
245), 12310, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 219 078
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 668 100
[e]: ............................. 406117498@qq.com

Home Design furniture
[a]: No259 youtapol Khemarak Phomin 
(St.271), corner os St.183, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 210 502
[e]: ......... info.homeproducts@gmail.com

Hang Sunhak 
Construction Co.,Ltd

[a]: No5B St. 271, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 880 853
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 850 823
[e]: .....................................info@hsh.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.hsh.com.kh

Hari Hara Construction & Decor Group
[a]: No30, St. 178, 12206 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 393 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 222 551
[e]: ..................hariharagroup@gmail.com

Hazama Corporation
[a]: No313 (Cambodiana), St. Sisowath.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 914
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 041 
[e]: ......................... ranalin@online.com.kh

HENG ENG KoNG CoNSTrUCTIoN Co., LTD.
[a]: No22F-22G, St.598, 12150, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[e]: ............ hek.construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ..................www. hekconstruction.com 
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SMArT-ACoN
TrADING Co.,LTD

[a]:No. 658B, St. 271, 12307, Phnom Penh
[m]: ...................................(855-12) 812 841
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 950 338  
[e]: .........................meng@smart-acon.com
[w]: ............................www.smart-acon.com

Sok Enterprise Co., Ltd.
[a]: No19, St.118, 12204 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 990 704 
[e]: .......................info@sokenterprise.com 
[w]: ............................www.smart-acon.com

Sok Sokha Co., Ltd.
[a]: No216G, NR. 6, 12100, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 991 675
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 430 157 
[e]: ............................... info@soksokha.com

SoMA CoNSTrUCTIoN &   
DEVELoPMENT Co., LTD.

[a]: No. 2C, St.120, 12209 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 227 989         
[f]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 227 979 
[e]: ................................. info@smcd.com.kh 
[w]: ........www.smcd-construction.com.kh 

Space Design
[a]: No354B, St.93, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 991 082
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 991 084
[e]: .............. spacedesign_kh@yahoo.com  

SPECo
[a]: #315 Canadia Tower (Floor-18th),  
St. 93⊥110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-92 ) 199 936 
[e]: ........................teamkhmer@gmail.com
[w]: ......................................www.speco.co.kr

Standard Construction & Engineering
[a]: No89, St. Machine Teuk, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 007 
[e]: ............................yensrorn@sce.com.kh 

Sterling Project Management
[a]: No315 (Canadia Tower), St.93, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 426 045
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 047
[e]: ............. info@sterling-cambodia.com
[w]: .............. www.sterling-cambodia.com 

STL - Soil Testing Laboratory Co., Ltd.
[a]: No368, St. Lum, 12102 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com

STS (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No52, St. 70, 12201 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 276
[e]: ................................ sary@engineer.com
[w]: ....................www.stscambodia.com.kh

Swee Quarry (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No105, St. Tomnup Kopsrove, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 355 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 355 018
[e]: ...............swee_admin@online.com.kh

TAING CHENG oING 
CoNSTrUCTIoN Co.,LTD

[a]: No9, St.337,  12151, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 881 238
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-12) 887 882
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .chengoing@yahoo.com 

TCM Engineering Company Ltd.
[a]: No.153, St. 160, 12157 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 399
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 880 677

T-ro Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: No.281, St. Preysar, 12401 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 999 007 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 236 555             
[e]: .................... info@troconstruction.com
[w]: .....................www.troconstruction.com

Trang Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]:Phsar Kralanh, Teaksin Tbong Village, 
Sk. Kork Chak, Siem Reap
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 563 144
[e]: ..............................email@trang.com.kh
[w]: ..................................www.trang.com.kh 

VENTUrE (CAMBoDIA) PTE LTD
 

[a]: No11, St. 554, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 881 889
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 883 276
[e]: ........................venture@online.com.kh

Union Development Group Co., Ltd
[a]: No12AB, St. 348, 12304, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. (855-92) 269 292
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 994 227
[e]: ............... sivkheang.eung@gmail.com 

VrK Corporation Co.,Ltd
[a]: No55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com

ZAMIL STEEL BUILDINGS 
VIETNAM Co.,LTD

[a]: No17, St.334, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 220 140 
[f]: ..................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ................zscambodia@online.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

W Design
[a]: No363, St.128, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 300 392
[e]: ...... contact.waterdesign@gmail.com

Construction Equipment 
and Materials Supplier......................

Listing
7 f T D Co., LTD.
[a]:#124, St. 3, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t] ..................................... (855-23) 996 876
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 996 876
[e]: ..................................sales@7ftd.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.7ftd.com.kh

AAP GroUP Co., LTD.
[a]: No A11-A13, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ...................................(855-17) 666 889
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 996 238
[e]: ................ business@aapgroup.com.kh 
[w]: .........................  www.aapgroup.com.kh 

A.C.M.E - Advanced Construction
Materials & Engineering Co., Ltd
[a]: No2 76H, NR6A, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 989 788
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 989 778
[e]: ............................... info@acme-3rd.asia
[w]: ................................www.acme-3dr.asia

ADVANCED TECHNICAL 
SUPPLIES Co., LTD

[a]: No 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

AMiNG Company Limited
[a]:  No 10 St.109, Vtrust Bld. 2F, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 500 0719
[e]: ............................... info@aming.com.kh
[w]: ................................www.aming.com.kh 

Asian Construction Equipment 
[a]: No11Eo, St.150, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................... (855-17) 567 137
[m]: ....................................(855-77) 868 807
[e]: ..................... daravy_leng@yahoo.com

Associated Concrete Products 
(Cambodia) Pte., Ltd.
[a]: National Road #4 (Km 22), Bek 
Chan, Srok Angsnoul, Kandal
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 664 900
[e]: ......................... nget_navy@yahoo.com

Azza Decor
[a]:No40, Mongkol Lem St.228, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 985 895 
[e]: ......................... azza.decor@gmail.com

Blue-Build Investment Co., Ltd.
[a]: No310C, St.150, 12150, Phnom Penh
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 884 508
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 215
[e]: ............................. info@blue-build.com
[w]: ..............................www.blue-build.com 

Blue Hill Engineering Service Co., Ltd.
[a]: No88, Road 338, 12308 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 487 362
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 435             
[e]: ..................owen.sunfenix@gmail.com
[w]: .................................www.midea.com.ch

BMB - Best Music Brand
[a]:Sovanna super market, 4th floor, 
(Store C4.17-19) Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 588 228
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 804 486
[e]: ..........................bmb@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ..........................................www.bmb.com

BMB Steel & Joint Stock Company
[a]:NoG16,St. 271, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 403
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 414
[e]: ..........................bmbsteel@hcm.vnn.vn
[w]: .......................... www.bmbsteel.com.vn

Build In real Nature Ltd.
[a]: No33C, St.598, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6312 229
[e]: .......................... rath@s-cambodia.com

BrANCH of P.T.S GroUP Co., LTD

[a]: ..#139, Russian Federation Blvd, 12405
[t]: .............. (855-23) 866 628 / 866 638
[f]: ..................................  (855-23) 866 618
[e]:..saleskobe@kobelcocambodia.com
[w]:..... . . . . . . .www.kobelcocambodia.com

B SCIENTIfIC 
INSTrUMENT Co., LTD

[a]: No23, St. 111K, 12406 Phnom Penh 
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 750 678
[e]: ..................................... info@bsi-kh.com
[w]: ......................................www.bsi-kh.com

C & Yookung Co., Ltd.
[a]: No117A, St.271, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 035
[e]: .................... cnyookung@hotmail.com

CAMCoNA TrADING 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD. 

[a]: No 17, St. 306, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 211 960Z 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 960             
[e]: ........................ info@camconabms.com
[w]: .........................www.camconabms.com

Cam roof 
[a]: No5, Russie Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6468 888
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 890 181
[e]: ......................... sales@camroof.com.kh
[w]: ............................ www.camroof.com.kh 

Cambodia Marble & Granite
[a]: No3A, St. Chea Sim, 12100, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 878 896
[e]: ................cambodiastone@gmail.com
[w]: ....................www.cambodiastone.com 

CAMKo PILE & PLUS 
ENTErPrISES Co., LTD.

[a]: No7Eo, St.180, 12211, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 208 888  
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 911 414
[e]: ................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: .................................www.piling.com.kh

CAMBoDIAN CHEMICAL 
SUPPLY Co., LTD.

[a]: No1001, St.14B, Phum Sleng Roluong, 
12102, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657
[e]: ...................soumsambath@ymail.com
[w]: ..............................www.cam-paint.com

CCW - Construction Chemicals World
[a]: No19D, St.271, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 223 268
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 269
[e]: .................................. sales@ccw.com.kh
[w]: ...................................... www.fosroc.com 

Cellop International Co., Ltd.
[a]: No44B, St.251, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 792
[e]: ...client.services@cellopinternational.com
[w]: ............ www.cellopinternational.com 

Chhay Heng Supply Building Material
[a]: No168, St.598, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 677
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 846
[e]: ..............................hong.ly598@yahoo.com

Chheav Hok Supply Steels & Transport
[a]: No106Eo, St.245, 12310 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 118
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 720 172
[e]: ....................sales.ch@hqgtrading.com

Chip Mong Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No137B, St.245, 12304 Phnom Penh
[m]: .............................(855-92) 218 060/61
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 210 155
[e]: .................. info@chipmonggroup.com
[w]: ...................www.chipmonggroup.com

CM - Chung Meang Trading Co., Ltd.
[a]: No40ABC, St.245, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 919
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 929
[e]: ....................chungmeang@yahoo.com
[w]: .........................www.chungmeang.com

CPAC (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No100, National Road 2, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 982 017
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 945 999
[e]: ..................cmccinfo@cementhai.co.th

D' furniture
[a]: No36-38, Mao Tse Tong Blvd. 12305 Phnom Penh
[p]: .....................................(855-23) 210 067
[m]: ......... (855-17) 808 080 /85 444 444
[e]: ........................info@dfurniture.com.kh
[w]: .........................www.dfurniture.com.kh

Dat Hoa Trading (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No426, St. 271, 12306 Phnom Penh
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 219 646
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 219 646             
[e]: ........................... info@dathoatc.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.dathoatc.com.cn

DEG - Dynamic E Group Ltd. (DAB)
[a]: No18ABC, St.110, Phnom Penh,
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 299
[e]: .......................... info@degsolution.com
[w]: ...........................................www.deg.com 

DHINIMEX Co., LTD

[a]: No245, St. Tep Phorn, 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 997 725 
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 993 942
[e]: ............................... info@dhinimex.com
[w]: ................................www.dhinimex.com

Dimension International Corp
[a]: No478, St.245, 12157 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-66) 785 555
[f]: ......................................(855-66) 888 114
[e]: ............................ info@dimensionic.biz

ECM Co., Ltd.
[a]: No129-131, St. 217, 12160 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 733
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

Envotech Co., Ltd.
[a]:  249-253H, NR No 6A, 12112, P.O 
Box 931, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 430 748
[m]: ....................................(855-23) 430 236
[e]: ...............................sarak@envotech.org
[w]: ..................................www.envotech.org

Khi Hout Import & Distribute Con. Material
[a]: No335A, St.245, 12153 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 311
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 881 314
[e]: ............................ khi_hout@yahoo.com

Khmer Builder Enterprise
[a]: No94D, St.432, 12311 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633
[m]: .................................. (855-16)  317 388
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: ........................www.khmerbuilder.com

KHMEr GALA DÉCor Co.,LTD  
[a]: No.17 AE1, St. 306, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 977 017
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 978 018
[e]: .................. info@khmergaladecor.com
[w]: ...................www.khmergaladecor.com

Kim Hap Co., Ltd.
[a]: No203, St.245, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 860
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 862
[e]: ...................... kimhap@camnet.com.kh

KoNG NUoN GroUP Co., LTD.
[a]: No.220, Road 182, 12153, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 880 281
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 880 525
[e]: ............. bunnathpha@kongnuon.com
[w]: .............................. www.kongnuon.com

KTM Co., Ltd. 
[a]: NR#4, Prey Chi Sak Village, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 890 231
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 890 151
[e]: ............................... ktm@online.com.kh

Lay - Green Construction Company
[a]: No89, St.289, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 698 8555
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 998 555
[e]: .............................sales@lay-green.com

L.M.D Group Distribution 
[a]: No4, Monireth St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 5555 218
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 661 961
[e]: ..........................lmd.group@gmail.com

LINNHoff 
TECHNoLoGIES

[a]: No71, Tech Park Crescent, Tuas Tech 
Park, Singapore 638072
[t]: .........................................(65) 6863 1111
[f]: .........................................(65) 6863 1080
[e]: .......................... sales@linnhoff.com.sg
[w]: ............................. www.linnhoff.com.sg

LSH - Loh Seng Heng
[a]: No223AEo, St.199, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 099
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 099
[e]: ...........................lsh_algl@hotmail.com
[w]: ...................www.lohsengheng.com.kh 

LSN-Loh Seng Ngoun Trading Co., Ltd.
[a]: No. 239, Oknha Tep Phan (St. 182), 
12157, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 881
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 880 451
[e]: ............. Isn-aluminium@hotmail.com

Mao Kimsean
[a]: No662, National Road No2, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 425 113
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 425 112
[e]: ..............maokimsean@online.com.kh

C.MELCHErS GMBH & 
Co.KG(CAMBoDIA).

[a]: S.I. Build., 3rd Flr., No.93, Preah 
Sihanouk Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 6 314 174
[m]: .................................. (855-89) 333 613 
[e]: ..............pfaettisch@melchers.com.hk
[w]: .......................... www.melchers.com.kh

MENG LENG EAV Co., LTD
[a]: No123A-121D, Mao Tse Toung Blvd (245), 
50m from Chinese Embassy, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 993 142
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 215 514
[e]: .......menglengeav@mle-trading.com 

ISI Steel Co., Ltd.
[a]: No195-197-199-201, St. 217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 188
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 318
[e]: ............................sales@isisteel.com.kh

ITALIAN DECor ArT Co., LTD
[a]: No9A , St. 163 , 12253, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. ( 855-17 ) 601 558
[f]: ...................................( 855-16 ) 543 402
[e]: ....................... chhorvorn5@gmail.com
[w]: ...www.italiandecorart.blogspot.com

J C M NIPPoN PrIVATE LTD

[a]: ........#51, St.271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 211 854 
[f]: ................................  ( 855-23 )  214 067            
[e]: .......... kimseng.thai@jcmnippon.com 
[w]: ............................. www.jcmnippon.com

JIT Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: No129, St. 217, 12160 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 733
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

Jotun Cambodia Limited 
[a]: No113, St.245, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 751
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 751
[e]: ........................sovath.teng@jotun.com
[w]: ........................................www.jotun.com

KC MKK Co., Ltd.
[a]: No017-018, Sorla St.2004, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 301
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com 

KC Gecin Enterprises
[a]: No. 500, National Road No.2, Chak Ang 
Re Leou, 12354, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 360 288
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 618
[e]: ..............................kc_gecin@ymail.com
[w]: ................................. www.kc_gecin.com

Key Consultants (Cambodia) Ltd.
[a]: Corner Sihanuk Blvd, & Sothearos 
Blvd, Phnom Penh Center, Building F, 6th 
Floor, Room 684, 12301, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 825 512
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 224 362
[e]: ......................kccambodia@yahoo.com

Kim Lyna
[a]: No. 150B, Mao Tse Toung (St. 245), 
12311, phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 946
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 946
[e]: ............kimthunsamnang@gmail.com

Khmer Nippon Construction Co., LTD
[a]: No. 13B, St. 290, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6921 772
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 847 006
[e]: ........................... ungareth@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................... www.khmernippon.biz

KP Industries Co., Ltd
[a]: No 35, St.63/222, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 301
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com

K SUPPLY Co., LTD.
[a]: NoA25-27, Russian Blvd, Sk Toeuk Thla,
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 221 177  
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 219 087              
[e]: ........................... info@kpiholdings.com

KGL Construction Material Trading 
[a]: No138H, NR6A, 12112 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 666 922
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 666 908
[e]: ............ chamnanhay168@yahoo.com

KHL Co., Ltd.
[a]: No313, St.271, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[e]: .................................khl_ny@yahoo.com

[a]: No22, St. 245, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................(855-23) 218 995-7
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 218 339
[e]: ................................info@hengasia.com
[w]: .................................www.hengasia.com 

HENG NGUoN Co., LTD.

[a]: No6-7, St. 614, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 593  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 953
[e]: .................. heng_nguon9@yahoo.com
[w]: ............................www.hengnguon.com

Heng Lim Stainless Steel Trading
[a]: No167A, St. 217, 12304 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 777 792
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 252 592

Heng Sreng Hong Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: No244, St.245, 12352 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 225 777
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 226 777
[e]: ........cambodiaglass@hengsrenghong.com
[w]: ................... www.hengsrenghong.com 

Hoang Long Mekong Group
[a]: No10E1, St.296, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6383 789
[e]: ...hoanglongmekongpic@gmail.com
[w]: ................. www.hoanglonggroup.com 

Home rachana 
[a]: No191, Mao Se Tong Blvd. Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 222 363
[m]: ................................... (855-15) 828 282
[e]: ...................... info@homerachana.com
[w]: .......................www.homerachana.com

Home Decor Center Co., Ltd.
[a]: No153B-155C, St.245, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 219 670-2
[f]: ..................................(855-23) 994 577-8
[e]: homedecorcenter@everyday.com.kh
[w]: .......... www.homedecorcenter.com.kh

Hout Chhay Construction Materials
[a]: No48-50Eo, St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[e]: .........................houtchhay@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.houtchhay.com 

HoNGKoNG fUJI 
ELEVATor Co.,LTD 

[a]: No10, St.105K, 12406, Phnom Penh
[m]: ... (855-23) 504 1 888/ 11 880 686
[m]: ....... (855-89) 335 453/ 15 6666 82
[e]: ............... kao.vothy@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ........................... www.ngyheng.com.kh

    HSC Co., Ltd
[a]: No 63, St. 315, S12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 885 027 
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ...................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.hsc.com.kh

Infratech (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No43B, St.271, 12307 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 118
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 997 127
[e]: .........................c.narith@infratech.com
[w]: .................................www.infratech.com 

INoVAr (CAMBoDIA) PTE LTD.
[a]: No.149 AEo, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., 
12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 222 336
[f]: .................................... (855-17) 391 188
[e]: .......................francis@inovarfloor.com
[w]: .............................www.inovarfloor.com

IPE (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd.
[a]: No0344, Hanoi St.1019, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 988 328
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 988 329
[e]: ...................ipe.cambodia@yahoo.com

EMT (ENGINEErING 
MATErIALS TrADING Co., LTD.) 

[a]: No 68, St. 598, Phnom Penh Thmey, 
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 51 44 888
[e]: .............pengleng@emtcambodia.com
[w]: ....................... www.emtcambodia.com

Environmental Sanitation Cambodia (ESC)
[a]: No. 6B, St. 187, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 084 
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 919 927
[e]: ................... contact@esccambodia.org
[w]: ...........................www.esccambodia.org

ESCorT IMPorT-
EXPorT(CAMBoDIA)Co., LTD

[a]: No 001 Block C1, Ly Thuong Kiet St.,
Ward7, Dist. 11, Hochiminh City, Vietnam
[m]: .................................... (848) 3 853 4256
[t]: ...................................... (848) 3 957 2968
[e]: .................................info@escort.com.vn
[w]: ................................ www.escort.com.vn

Europe Home Décor & Tiles
[a]: No364Eo, St.274, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 217
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 216
[e]: ........ hokseng@euhomedecorandtiles.com
[w]: ......www.eurhomedecorandtiles.com

fulin Wooden
[a]: No246 - 250, St. 217, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6555 161
[e]: ......................... fulin_fulin@yahoo.com

G Holdings Company Ltd GW Design
[a]: No12, St.392, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[e]: ...................... info@g-holdings.com.kh
[w]: .......................www.g-holdings.com.kh

Galaxy real Estate & Construction
[a]: No1A12, St.598, Khmounh Village, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 7999 969
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 966 079
[e]: ............................. info@galaxyairc.com
[w]: ..............................www.galaxyairc.com 

German Hardware Supply Co., Ltd.
[a]: No19B, St.432, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 354
[e]: .............. info@german-hardware.com 
[w]: ...............www.german-hardware.com

GrEEN LAKE Co.,LTDD
[a]: No.189, Road Samdech Chea Sim, 
Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......(855-78) 777 683/ 76 5555 456
[e]: ............... greenlake_11@hotmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

GooD ToP MACHINErY 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]: No525, NR. #4, 12405 Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 558 337  
[m]: ...............................( 855-88) 362 4 727
[e]: ................. beauvoirtheng@gmail.com

GES CAMBoDIAN Co., LTD
[a]: No942, St. 128, 12156  Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 988 823
[e]: ............. seihavin@gescambodan.com

GUMYoUNG GENErAL 
Co., LTD.

[a]: 3rd Fl, Joong Ang Bldg., 336, Hakdong-
ro,Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-010, Korea
[t]: .....................................+82-2-3442-1117
[f]: ........................................+82-2-540-5007
[e]: ............................ gumyoung@gyg.co.kr
[w]: ........................... www.gygelevator.com 

HCC Group Co., Ltd.
[a]:No50, St.214 corner St.63, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 001
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 772 916
[e]: ..................................... info@hcc.com.kh
[w]: ..............................www.hccgroups.com

Heng Lim Stainless Steel Trading
[a]: No167A, St. 217, 12304 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 777 792
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 252 592
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Men Choeung Carola Brick Handicraft
[a]: Chamka Dong (St. 217), Opposite of 
Borey Chamka Dong, 12401, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 288 899

MK Steel Pte Ltd
[a]: No155, NR3, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6351 151
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 811 634
[e]: .......................mkhuh@mksteel.com.sg

MULTICo MS 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]:No168, National Road 6A, 12110, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 432 130 
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 432 130             
[e]: .........................multicoms.cs@live.com
[w]: ..................www.multicorporation.com

My Windows E&C Co., Ltd.
[a]: No89D, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 666 9996
[m]: ....................................(855-77) 700 013
[e]: ...............................info@mywindow.biz

Natural Colour Co., Ltd.
[a]:No192D, Chamkar Chen Village, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 499 248
[m]: ....................................(855-67) 499 248
[e]: ...............................vspfirst@yahoo.com

NCS GLoBAL CoATING 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD.

[a]: No168KA, St.598, 12105, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 990 317
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 990 318
[e]: ....................sales@ncs-cambodia.com
[w]: ..................................www.mascoat.com
[w]: ................................... www.hempel.com

NorEA-HEALTHY HoME
[a]: NoH5, Center Market, Siem Reap
[t]: ....................................(855-98) 75 3333
[t]: ....................................(855-17) 589 763
[e]: ....thany.katerine@norea-rajana.com

[a]: 15-1, Jalan 9/23E, Taman Danau Kota, 
Setapak, 53300 Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia
[m]: ................ (603)41436263/41426263
[p]: ......................................................4142871 
[f]: ....................................... 603 - 4143 6870             
[e]: ......thomas@oceancoolingtower.com 
[w]: ..............www.oceancoolingtower.com

Pang Luon (Pranet) Imp-Exp & Con.
[a]: No408ABC, Preah Monivong St.93, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 578
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 678
[e]: ..................... luontean.lee@gmail.com
[w]: ............................... www.pangluon.com 

PCG Co-oPErATIoN Co., LTD
[a] No. 315 Str.110 (corner st.93), 12202, 
Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................( 855-17)  453 992
[f]: ............................................ 662 717-0032                            
[e]: ............................heludom@yahoo.com  
[w]: ...................................www.pcgco-o.com

PEB Steel Building Co., Ltd.
[a]:NoJ-06,Jade St., 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 67 88 679
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 851 828
[e]: .............................. thi@pebsteel.com.vn
[w]: ............................ www.pebsteel.com.kh

PPIC - Phnom Penh International 
Carpentry & Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: No.8, Ta Ngov (St.351) 12357, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6336 786
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 6457 878
[e]: ................... info@ppiccontractors.com
[w]: ...........................www.ppiccontractors.com

Purapool Equipment & Construction 
[a]: No34, Russian Federation Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 604
[e]: ............................ khom@purapool.com
[w]: ................................ www.purapool.com

rINCo TrADING Co.,LTD
[a]: ..# I-20, St.Lum, 12406, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-12 ) 791 555               
[e]: .......................  sotharin@rinco-kh.com

rTD ENTErPrISE PTE LTD.
[a]: No30-32, St. 271, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 883 005 
[m]: ...................................(855-16) 725 550             
[e]: ......................... info@rtdcambodia.com
[w]: ..........................www.rtdcambodia.com

rMA Cambodia - E & C office
[a]: No04075, Maida St.2004, PhnomPenh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 882 464-5
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 472
[e]: ......................... ecsales@rmagroup.net
[w]: .................................www.rmagroup.net 

roBErT BoSCH
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD

[a]: unit 4B,Premier Office Centre, No 184 
Munireth Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 966 660
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 966 660
[e]: ....................andre.dejong@bosch.com
[w]: .................................www.bosch.com.kh

ruiher Asia Construction Holding Group
[a]: No147, St.245, 12160 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-98) 551 398
[e]: .................... chenpanhe@hotmail.com
SCG Trading (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No100, NR#2, 12354 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 990 401-5
[e]: ..................sctcambodia@camshin.net
[w]: .............................. www.scttrading.com 

SPorTS ENGINEErING 
AND rECrEATIoN ASIA 
(CAMBoDIA) Co., LTD.

[a]: No142 (Camned Building), Norodom 
Blvd, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 211 615
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 617
[e]: .......Servcambodia@searasports.com
[w]: ............................www.searasports.com

Sika (Cambodia) Ltd.
[a]: No96, St.338, 12309, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 367
[e]: ..................................sales@kh.sika.com
[w]: ...........................................www.sika.com

Sieng Sokha Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: No42BC, St.245, 12306 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6666 469
[e]: ...................info@sskconstruction.com
[w]: ....................www.sskconstruction.com

SMArT-ACoN
TrADING Co.,LTD

[a]:No. 658B, St. 271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[m]: ...................................(855-12) 812 841
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 950 338  
[e]: .........................meng@smart-acon.com
w]: ..............................www.smart-acon.com

SoKUN WINDoWS

[a] No. 1404, St. 1992, 12101 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ...............................  ( 855-97 ) 5475 599              
[e]: ................... info@sokunwindows.com  
[w]: .....................www.sokunwindows.com

Substrate Technology Incorporated 
(Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No26-28, St.271, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 327
[e]: .............. stic@substratechnology.com

SUN HoUr GroUP

[a]: No427, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 218 508 
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 218 988             
[e]: .............................info@sunhour.com.kh
[w]: ...................................www.sunhour.com

XINCHU TASHEN 
GrEEN TECH Co., LTD.

[a]:No31, St.Northbridge, Sk. Teuk Thla, 
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 881 968  
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 881 967
[e]: ..........................info@tashengreen.com
[w]: .......................... www.tashengreen.com

Tai Heng Industrial Co., Ltd.
[a]: No400Eo, Mao Tse Toung Blvd,
12150, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 020
[e]: .......................sales@taihengsteel.com
[w]: ..........................www.taihengsteel.com 

TAIWAN KAMHWA CrUSHING 
INTErNATIoNAL Co., LTD

[a]: NR.#4, Kranglorhong Village, Mohasang 
Commune, Phnomsruoch District, Kg. Speu Province.
[t]: ..................................( 855-23) 555 1002
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 816 720
[e]: ...................................... li@kamhwa.com
[w]: ..................................www.kamhwa.com

TEM TrADING Co., LTD

[a]: No 99A, St. 143, 12303, Phnom Penh
[m]: .............................. (855-23) 63 63 030
[m]: ..............................(855-95) 829 992/3
[e]: ........................sales@tem-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.tem-trading.com

TKS GroUP Co., LTD. 

[a]:No7A-9A, St. 93, Corner of St.70, 12201 
Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 9991 999
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 637 7559 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 559              
[e]: ............................kyseshop@yahoo.com

T-ro Construction Co., Ltd. 
[a]: No281, St. Preysar, 12401, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 222 803 
[m]: ...................................(855-12) 222 803             
[e]: .................... info@troconstruction.com
[w]: .....................www.troconstruction.com

Ty Thai Henglong Supply Construction Materials
[a]: No22Eo, St.245, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 346
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 772
[e]: ........... ty_thai_henglong@yahoo.com
[e]: ............... ty.thaihenglong@gmail.com

United Mercury Group
[a]: No.48, NR#4, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 729 217
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 729 219
[e]: ..................................umg@umg.com.kh
[w]: ....................................www.umg.com.kh

Vatanak Piseth Co., Ltd.
[a]: No26A, St.199, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23)222 844
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 655 

VTJ Vinh Tuong Plc.
[a]: No60E1, St.110, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 567
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 255
[e]: ................................... vtjplc@vtj.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.vtj.com.kh

[a]: NoB70, St. Northbridge, Sk. Toeuk Thla, 
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......................................(855-17) 876 168 
[t]: .......................................(855-15) 876 168
[e]: .................... mvannak168@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................................www.duefa.de

VrK Corporation Co.,Ltd

[a]: No55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com

WIKI TrADE CoMPANY LTD.

[a]: No.857 St.Russian Federation, Sk. 
Toeuk Thla, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 168
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 786
[e]: ......................... info@wikitrade.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.wikitrade.com.kh 

WUErTH 
(CAMBoDIA) LTD.  

[a]: No. 164, St. 598, Sk. Phnom Penh Thmey,
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, 
[t]: ..........................  ( 855- 23 ) 23 885 171
[f]: ........................... ( 855- 23 ) 23 880 697          
[e]: ............................  info@wuerth.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.wuerth.com.kh

Zamil Steel Buildings 
Vietnam Co.,Ltd

[a]: No17, St.334, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 220 140 
[f]: ..................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ................zscambodia@online.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

Insurance Company

Listing
ASIA Insurance (Cambodia) Plc.
[a]: No.5, St.13, 12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 427 981 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 969
[e]: ..............email@asiainsurance.com.kh       
[w]: ..................www.asiainsurance.com.kh

CAMINCo Cambodia National Insurance
[a]: No.28, St.116/13, 12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 043 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 810
[e]: ........................... info@caminco.com.kh       
[w]: ............................www.camnico.com.kh

CAMPU LoNPAC INSUrANCE PLC.
[a]: No 23, St. 114, Campu Bank Building, 
7th Flr., 12209, Phnom Penh
[t]: (855-23)966 966/998 200/986 279  
[f]: .................(855-23) 986 273/986 308
[m]: ...............(855-16) 810 999/820 999
[m]: ...............(855-17) 799 902/799 903
[e]: .......enquiries@campulonpac.com.kh    
[w]: ..................www.campulonpac.com.kh

Cambodia-Veitnam Insurance Plc.
[a]:No99, Norodom Blvd, 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 212 000
[f]: .....................................(855-23) 215 505  
[e]: ....................................... info@cvi.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.cvi.com.kh 

forTE INSUrANCE
(CAMBoDIA) PLC.

[a]: No325, St.245, 12150 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 885 066  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 986 922 
[e]: ..................... info@forteinsurance.com    
[w]: ......................www.forteinsurance.com  

INfINITY GENErAL 
INSUrANCE PLC.

[a]: #126, Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 999 888
[f]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 999 123            
[e]: ........................ ratana@infinity.com.kh 
[w]: ...............................www.infinity.com.kh   

Trade and Service

Listing
BISHo INTErNATIoNAL 
ENGINEErING Co.,LTD

[a]: #113, (Parkway Square) 2nd floor, unit 
2FJ1, Moa TSe Toung,  12308 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ............................... ( 855- 93 ) 932 999
[t]: ..............................  ( 855- 23 ) 639 3996            
[e]: ...................... bishocambo@gmail.com

CAMBoDIA BUSINESS 
PArTNErS

[a]:  Tous Les Jours Monivong Bld., 1st Fl. 
#298, St. 93, 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: .............. (855-23) 964 764 / 964 864
[f]: ................................. (855-23) 555 0118
[e]: .....................info@cdl-consultant.com 
[w]: ..................... www.cdl-consultant.com

LLoYD’S AGENCY IN 
CAMBoDIA

EUroGAL SUrVEYS 
(CAMBoDIA) LTD.

[a]:  No168KA, St.598, 12105 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 996 566
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 996 567
[e]: ...... cambodia@eurogal-surveys.com 
[w]: .................. www.eurogal-surveys.com

T.A.G SErVICE & 
TrADING Co., LTD.

[[a]: No3Eo, St.278, 12302, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 222 682
[e]: ............................ all@triasiagroup.com
[w]: .......................... www.triasiagroup.com

[a]: No168KA , St.598, S12105, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 998 805
[f]: ................................... .(855-23) 998 807
[e]: .............................por-sour@gls.com.kh
[w]:  ..................................... www.gls.com.kh

VANN SoPHY GroUP
Co., LTD.

[a]: No28Eo St. 173, 12312, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23) 665 65 66  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 999 904
[e]: ......................... gio-police@yahoo.com
[w]: .............www.vannsophylogistics.com

SoIL TESTING LABorA-
TorY Co., LTD

[a]: No368 St. Betong, Phum Trapaing 
Chhouk, 12102 Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[m]: .................................( 855-16) 834 034  
[m]: ................................. ( 855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.stl-cam.com.kh

real Estate Company

Listing
Angkor21 Property

[a]: Phnom Penh Center, Bld A, Room 221, 
[m]: .................................... (855-70) 6666 22
[e]: ........... angkor21property@gmail.com
[w]:  .............................. www.angkor21.com

ANNACAM PArTNErS Co., LTD.
[a]: SunCity, No. 255, St. 51, Corner of 
St.370, 12306 Phnom Penh
[m]: ..................................(855-12) 215 240
[m]: ..................................(855-12) 833 290
[e]: .............anna@annacampartners.com
[w]: ....... www.investment-cambodia.asia

[a]:No126, St. Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 216 556
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 993 392
[e]: .................... info@bonnarealty.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.bonnarealty.com.kh

Cambodia Valuers and Estate 
Agents Association

[a]: No20B, St.294, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 6324 834
[f]: ................................. (855-23) 6324 834
[e]: .................................... info@cvea.org.kh
[w]:  ....................................www.cvea.org.kh

CB richard Ellis
(Cambodia) Co., Ltd

[a]:  No 495, St. 93 Phnom Penh Tower 
9th Flr., Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 964 099
[f]:  .................................... (855-23) 964 088
[e]: ............................. cambodia@cbre.com
[w]: ....................................www.cbre.com.kh

CENTUrY 21 CAMBoDIA 
[a]: No113, St.245, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 966 711
[e]: ........................info@century21.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.century21.com.kh

[a]: No20B, St.294, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 213 666
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 220 239
[e]: ................................info@cplagent.com
[w]:  ................................www.cplagent.com

DfDL Mekong legal and Tax adviser
[a]:No33, St.294 Corner of St. 29, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 210 400
[f]:  .................................... (855-23) 214 053
[e]: ............................. davy.kong@dfdl.com

Khmer real Estate Co., Ltd

[a]:  No736Eo, Kampuchea Krom St.128, 
SK. 12154, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 884 887
[f]:  ................................ (855-23) 630 6630
[e]: ............kim@khmerrealestate.com.kh
[w]:  ............... ww w.khmerrealestate.com

Knight frank (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd
[a]:  (18-E5) Icon Professional Building, 
No 216 Preah Norodom Blvd., 12300 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 213 868
[f]:  .................................... (855-23) 213 433
[e]: ..............eric.ooi@kh.knightfrank.com
[w]:  .................... www.knightfrank.com.kh

K&o Corp., Ltd
[a]: No44A, St.289, Kh. Toul Kork, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-89) 883 736
[m]: ...................................(855-89) 873 137
[e]: ..................... Korealestate@ymail.com

Mega Asset 
Mamagement Co., Ltd

[a]:  No315, St.110, 11th Floor, Corner 
st.93, 12200, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 6860 511
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...................mega-asset@mam.com.kh
[w]:  ..www.megaassetmanagement.com

Sokha real Estates Cambodia
[a]: No37, St. Oknha Men (St. 200), Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 220 266
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 220 255
[e]: ........... c.sokha@sokharealestate.com
[w]: ....................www.sokarealestates.com

VTrUST ProPErTY
[a]:No113   Parkway Square, St.245) Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 224 701
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 224 701
[e]: ...................... Vtp@vtrustproperty.com
[w]:  .....................www.vtrustproperty.com

Developer, Service 
office and Apartment

Listing
7NG Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No 124, Sothearos (St. 3), 12301,Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-12) 555 1334 
[m]: .................................... (855 16) 808 220
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

Attwood Investment Group
[a]:  No61, St. Rusian Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 890 776
[e]: ................................ lity@online.com.kh
[w]:  .....................www.attwoodgroup.com

Booyoung Khmer Co., Ltd.
[a]: No 86-88, St. 41, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 827 535 
[m]: .................................... (855 17) 300 168

Borey Peng Huot 
[a]: No266, St.598, Kh. Sen Sok, Pnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 596 789    
[e]: ..........................sales@penghouth.com
[w]: ................  www.boreypenghuoth.com

Borey Phnom Penh Thmey
 [a]:  ....No6, St.1986, 12101 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 596 789    
[e]: ..........................sales@penghouth.com
[w]: ................  www.boreypenghuoth.com

Borey Vimean Phnom Penh (Cambodia) 
[a]: No. 243, St. 598, 12105 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695

B.S Holiday Villa & Condo Minium
[a]:  ...No147-153, Preah Monivong Blvd., 
4th Floor, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 229 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 700 097

CASA MErIDIAN
[a]: Diamond Island, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......................... (855-23) 6666 998/116
[m]: .................................... (855-77) 520 567
[e]: ...................... jeff@mdhk-property.com

City Star Development (Cambodia)
[a]: No 254, Room F4R001 IOC Building, 
Monivong Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695

[a]: No 34-36, St.288, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 222 214
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 991 091   
[e]: .............................service@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net

D.I. riveira
[a]: Diamond Island City, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-88) 9902 222 
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 6662 222 
[e]: ...................... diriviera023@gmail.com
w]: .................................. www.di-riviera.com

Diamond one
[a]: Diamond Island, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6666 999 

Evergreen Consortium Co., Ltd.
[a]: No170-172, St.130, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 961 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 962
[w]: .........................www.evergreen.com.kh

Grand Phnom Penh International City 
[a]:No598, Sk. Khmounh, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 889 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 997 883 
[e]: .............. info@grandphnompenh.com
[w]: ...............www.grandphnompenh.com

HoNGKoNG LAND
(MANSIoNS) LTD.

[a]: A-B One Building, No. 1A & 1B, St. 
102, 12202, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 986 810 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 990 588
[e]: ....................... info@centralmansions.com
[w]: ....................... www.centralmansions.com

Hyundai Amco Cambodia Co., Ltd.
[a]: No. 445, (St. 93), 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ............................... (855-23) 964 004 - 9 
[e]: .phnompenhtower@amcocambodia.com

Koh Puos (Cambodia) Investment Group 
[a]: No063, St. Ekareach, Sk. 4, 
Sihanoukville, Preah Sihanouk
[t]: ......................................(855-34) 934 234  
[e]: ..............................office@kohpuos.com
[w]: ..................................www.kohpuos.com

L.Y.P Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No205-209, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., Sk. 
Toul Svay Prey, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 598
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 925
[e]: ..................................lyp@lypgroup.com
[w]: .................................www.lypgroup.com

Ly Hour Investment Co., Ltd.
[a]: No243-244, St.598, Phnom Penh,
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 666 668  
[m]: ....................................(855-15) 936 888
[e]: ..........................phallasim@yahoo.com

orkide Villa
[a]: No.71, St.2004, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-88) 5388 888  
[e]: .............................info@orkidevilla.com
[w]: ............................. www.orkidevilla.com

MEKoNG PHNoM 
PENHDEVELoPMENT 
CorPErATIoN LTD.

[a]: No197, St. 245, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-77) 883 283
[e]: ............... sales@themekongroyal.com

oVErSEAS CAMBoDIA
INVESTMENT CorPorATIoN (oCIC)

[a]: No315, St.110 Corner st.93, 12200, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

Piphorp Thmey Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No111, St.7, Piphorp Thmey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 722 822 
[m]: ...................................(855 -12) 379 758
[e]: ............................. group88@gmail.com

Phnom Penh Special Economic Zone
[a]: NR4, Kh. Posenchey, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 729 798 
[e]: ......................................sale@ppsez.com
[w]: .......................................www.ppsez.com

regus Business Center (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: No 315 (Canadia Tower F-18), Preah 
Monivong (St. 93), 12202, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 962 339   
[w]: ..................................www.regus.com.kh

Shukaku Inc.
[a]: Sk. Sras Chak, Kh. Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[e]: .......... information@shukaku-inc.com

SL HI-TECH Co., LTD
[a]:St. 1, Phum Beoung Chhok, 12357,  Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 760 077
[e]: ............................ borey@hitech.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.boreyhitech.com

Sokimex Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: No. 22, 12209 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 724 134
[e]: ........................... info@sokimex.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.sokimex.com.kh

Starts (Cambodia) Corporation
[a]: No 313, Preah Sisowath Quay, Hotel 
Cambodiana, Suite 100, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 800 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 966 700  
[e]: ......................pp@startscambodia.com
[w]: ....................www.startscambodia.com  

regus Business Center (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. 
[a]: No 315 (Canadia Tower F-18), Preah 
Monivong (St. 93), 12202, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 962 339   
[w]: ..................................www.regus.com.kh

Shukaku Inc.
[a]: 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[e]: .......... information@shukaku-inc.com

Starts (Cambodia) Corporation 
[a]: No. 22, 12209 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 724 134
[e]: ........................... info@sokimex.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.sokimex.com.kh

Vattanac Properties
[a]: (St. 93), Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-81) 828 827  
[e]: ............................. cambodia@cbre.com
[w]: ....................www.vattanaccapital.com

Dusit realty Co., Ltd
[a]:  No2A, St.118-120, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 722 475
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 855 598
[e]: ..................... sokhaphally@yahoo.com

ECG GroUP
[a]:  No445, Preah Monivong Blvd. (93) 
Corner of St. 232, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 722 475
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 855 598
[e]: ..................... sokhaphally@yahoo.com
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